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Volume XIV.

Prohibition Rally Hurt in Runaway

ELECTION

o

Judge Clarence J. Roberts and
Clerk Jose D. Sená, of the N. M.
Supreme Court at Santa Fe, drove
in Saturday in "Adjutant General", "Jimmy" Baca's big "Six"
car.
The meeting billed for Saturday night was well attended, a
large crowd was present and
listened attentivelyr-Mr. Sepa spoke briefly in perfect English and then "Shot his
other barrel" as he 'expressed it
in Spanish. Judge Roberts fol-

lowed

with an unanswerable

argument for the Prohibitory
amendment from many angles
and both presented the best of
reasons why it should pass, urging the necessity for getting out
the vote.
They did not mention the other
amendments, believing the one
paramount issue is Prohibition.
Local talent, including Miss
Krma. Russell, at the Piano, A)
S. Honson with the violin, Mrs.
,0. A. Sale, Miss Dan Jenkins,
Miss Clara Martin and Mr. Crowe
vocalists added to the entertainment. Mayor F. A. Roy opened
the meeting and Rev. 0. W.
Hearn presided. A plain drunk
in the Year of the room illustrated the need for prohibition better
really than the speakers could
tell it and was pitied rather than
censured by the. distinguished
guests.
The speakcg3 drove to Clayton
'
Sunday accompanied by Remigio
Lopez and returned in time to
have a meeting at Mosquero Sun
They report Mosday evening.
quero going dry by a large majority.
Monday they left for
N. M. where they were
billed for speeches Monday evening.

L. A. Brown, of

Liberty neigh

borhood met with an accident
Wednesday which will disable
him for some time. He came to
town early and was on his way
home with a load of baled hay
and other supplies on his one
horse wagon. His pony ran
and he was thrown, out his
arm broken and his head badly
cut and bruised on the hard road
Carl Nugen found him unconscious at the roadside near the
Roy Cemetery, he was unable to
revive him or to get him on his
overloaded buggy so came on to
town and reported to Village
Marshall Chas. Peare who went
out in an auto and brought him
in to the Plumlee Hospital where
his wounds were attended to,
The horse was caught by some
farmers hauling in wheat and
brought back to town.
He was taken home Wednesday evening and his recovery is
assured. Mr. Brown Is á veter
an of the Civil' War but well preserved for a man of his years.

Five-Poi-

Charley Farley brought in the
finest deer of the season so far
last Saturday. It was a "Five-PoiBuck" and weighed 200
pounds. It was as fat as a corn
fed steer and a beauty.
It took
three men to carry him up out of
the panyon. Charley tfill have
the head mounted to look at in
future years when the "Lure of
the Wild" is strong upon him and
there are no more' deer to hint.

Tuesday, November, 6th,

nt

Just a word regarding the

AMENDMENTS

ay

As to the Prohibitory Amendment, there is no donbt it

should and will carry. The "Water Wagon" is the "Band
Wagon" for all parties there is no politics in it. If we all vote
New Mexico will be Dry. In Iowa only half the people voted
Result - It may be wet.

The Judicial District Amendment

Rev. R. A. Price came up from
El Paso Tuesday on a business
mission and was greeting friends
in Roy. He says the cold wave
reached El Paso Sunday night
and they suffered more from it
than we did.

looks innocent on its face but, when
of Schools, who is in a
Superintendent
our Republican State
sees in it Premeditated
we'
are,
than
position to know better
time'for
is
us to sit up and take
harm to the Rural Schools, it

Reports from all over show, a3
usual that we, got the cold wave
lighter than other sections and it
was general all over the east
slope of the Rockies. Montana
had below zero weather. Den-jv2 above and Roswell only 12
above.

--

is merely a political
instead of havRepublican
Districts
two
Boss attempt to make
Judge
Leib, in
record
of
ing one Democratic District. The
by
political
counties where the Courts had long been controlled
respected
bosses, in giving these counties a Court that could be
is the only apparent excuse for it. We owe it to our neighbor
counties to vote against this amendment.

.

The Tax Amendment

Rev. W. C. Ilcaton, and wife
arrived here last week from
Buffalo, Oklahoma in their Ford
car. Rev. Heaton has been assigned to this charge by the
Methodist Conference and will
locate here and take up the neg-- .
lected ends of the work of his
church.
Mrs. Heaton is an invalid and
they planned to go to Albuquer
que where she was to enter a
sanitarium for the winter and
come in the spring, but the trip
was hard for her and she has
been recuperating at the Hospital
here this week.
Rev. Heaton came formerly
from Kansas City and has the
appearance and address of a very
efficient and capable man. We
believe the church here, so long
dormant will awake to new life
under his direction.

I. C. Floersheim, Editor of the
Times, U, S. Commissioner and
Deputy, Game Warden, at Spring
' '
notice".
er accompanied by his kid brothThis proposed law is now on our Statutes and its working
er, Sylvan, came down in his
impos- making
School
it
Rural
with
the
already
Hup and visited at the parental
interfered
has
grow,
fast
of
requirements
financial
a
reports
the
meet
to
Willcox
for
them
sible
Mrs. Nellie
J, Floersheim home, Sunday.
Board
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of
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the
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the
of
home
Without
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the
at
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81b,
commuities.
ing
new
you can raise the Assessment for School or municipal purposes Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopejoy, at
W. A. Mc Cleavy, of Orbisonia
of J. M.
but five percent a year and that consent can be controlled by Monte Vista, Colorado, Oct. 19th Penn'a. á brother-in-la'
big corporations who can control the Slate Board.
Mrs. Hopejoy is better known Elder, arrived here Monday with
Willcox, who his daughter who comes for the
If this Statute gets into the Constitution it will hold for here as Miss Ada
and aunt benefit of her health. Mr. Elder
uncle
to
used
her
visit
favored
years no matter hov; rniich we need it changed and
have met them at the train and took
They
summer.
every
dehere
ones can get big concessions while rural precincts will be
their
half
of
living
first
the
been
them out to his home near
prived of their School advancement to meet their demands.
last
the
along,
now
all
Liberty,
name
This Statute can be changed by the legislature at any session syllable is realized.
Don't let it get into the Constitution, and out of the hands of
Seventy thre students at the
the people.
for his New Mexico State Universiy tms
Rev. Bugg, who
way
health a month ago and is living year are paying their own
Of these 42
close to nature in a tent, is realiz through college,
VhenycugotothePoll3 VOTE
An
supporting.
self
entirely
are
He
has
ing his fondest dreams.
'
'
this
about
FOR the Prohibitory Amendment.
interesting
fact
steps
other
r.iined 16 nounds in weicht.
m
with the elasticity of youth and year's University enrollment,
AGAINST The Judicial D&trfct Amendment.
de-- ,
neavy
war's
of
the
spite
looks a different man from the
AGAINST The Tax Amendment.
emaciated and ill looking man he mands, is that it contains the
'
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Und ylm 111 Vote Right.
was when ha came here. It is a largest number, of native Dorn
pleasure to see him daily getting New Mexico young men- and
women in the history of the inback to robust health.
HOOVER PLEDGE SIGNED
RED RIVER BR'lDE
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.
istitution. Forty-eigV
year's students were fcorft
The phase of the "Hoover
The Red River bridge is lying
Willian II. Franier, who has
MeXICO.
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New
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PoeH,
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pledge Card" campaign which in the Roy R. R. Yards awaiting
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The Halloween party given by
the Y. P. S. C. E. at the Community Hall Wednesday evening
was a howling success. The hall
was packed with merrymakers,
it was
many of them
'
a noisy rolicking crowd and the
"Fortune- - Tellers" and other
games were well patronized.
Lemonade, apples and "Mary-anns- "
were served late in the
evening. Some maskers defied
identification until 'time to unmask and Dr. Plumlee was conceded the best disguise as well
as the most unique character.

M. E. Preacher,

Buck

nt

er

.

'

Des-moine- s,

Christian Endeavor

Special numbers are being prepared for the Christian Endeavor
Davenport Bros, owíjéra of the program for next Sunday evenRoy Garage received a car load ing. It will b'e different. All
of Ford cars this week. They are invited.
had them about all sold before
The price of beans has now
their arrival and are working on
been regulated, we are told to enlisted the pupils of the Public
orders for the next carload.
Jurs. t. a., jviitcneii, writes io
cents here. We are Schools in the house to house
fVia riocf- ihmA wfpks!
about 7
changed to La- J. W. Johnson cot his new getting accustomed to having canvass for Food Card Pledges, ing for the job of hauling it down returned, with wife and baby, to .Jhave her t
'
" v'
He has 'our Patriotism tested to the limit was attended to with dispatch by the hill to the river tho' it is a their home in Chicago Monday, )
Ford car this week.
the strenuous youngsters of the down hill pull ail the way.
Come tO m Bt"uu' allu iuing uuvvn a
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Work is progressing very slow them at 2044 Bissell St. He has
it.
She plans to re- for
this
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who are doing this know more They were given an hour off ly on the bridge but when it is
anH
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than we do but they have lacked after dinner and in that hour completed and a road built to it work them out. ' Mr. Franzer is turn to her farm here and longs
Mrs. Frank Seidel, reports a
a lot of proving that they do as they rounded up every house- so that cars can negotiate, it will well pleased with his land except for New Mexico again.
letter from her sister Lena, who yet.
wife in town who had not already complete what has been named that he didn't get enough of it
is well remembered here, in
Ab. Wagoner has purchased
pledged except two or three who "The Loup Drive" which leaves while the getting was good.
which she states her husband,
Case tr ictor and plows
ta
LaMr. Wayne Thompson, of
refused to sign up. It was not the Camino Real at Springer and
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it here at the AnT
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300
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left.
well
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ting fat and rosy.
the best of table meal as
A. M.
the interlaced bars of steel in the gistered 7 above zero at 5
'
of
the
Pastor
Hearn,
W.
O.
grinding all other grains.
bereinforcement were too much for Monday but, it is harder to
at
preach
will
Mr. Gibson says some very-kinL. W. Wilson received a tele- Christian Church
The Halloween Ball given by
lieve he saw the thermometer at
him and he had to give it up.
School-hous- e
SunView
for
Pleasant
thinirs about the
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young
men
who
been
his
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of
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at
from
son
the
It appears some one outside that hour than it is that that was hall Tuesday evening was one
o'clock.
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must have given him instrument the temperature. Paul Anderson
especially its support of the Pro- of the swellest affairs pfalled off his regiment would pass through
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all
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from
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loitering about the jail with the it was mighty cold.
past three The El Paso Times got out an
the country round attended and
Mrs. Frank Seidel advises us been visiting here the
assurance that they will get inTuesday. "Annual Prosperity and Indus
home
fiJled
hall
was so
with merry that Frank wrote ' from Denver weeks, returned
Henry Farr is drilling in wheat the
side if they don't stay away
is
dancing
a
sister to the trial" edition of 100 pages last
room was that ' he is ou his way to the Mrs. Haggerty
this week trusting to the weather makers that
from the outside. '
Liberty
and was week, dealing largely with New
boys
Wright Bros, of
than Pacific Coast.
man to send snow to spnut it overcrowded, More
girls present made it an unusual
a homesteader here some six or Mexico as well as the Pass City
The Red Cross Auxiliary will and get it up. He has been waitMrs.
Judge
received
a
Foster
crowa. ah wno attended are
seven years ago. They have It is a hummer and a good thing
have a special meeting at the ing for moisture but ' it didn't
Whitfrom
son,
letter
John
her
to send to friends back east who
still enthusiastic over the affair.
two fine boys for a family. .
Community Hall Roy, N. M. come so he is taking advantage
ing, who is now at Camp Funston
don't realize what is doing in
Monday afternoon, Nov. 5th. for of the dry soil to protect the seed
all
found
says
he
Kansas.
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still to them the "Great
Supt. Beeth, with his private
Anna Branch is holding down what is
the purpose of electing officers from germinating till it has suf- and business
Roy boys there and likés it
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American Desert" of their school
was with the
a position as chief Clerk at the
for the ensuing year and other ficient moisture .to grow right. southbound cars'
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Trouble

If the actions of two old clothes men are to be accepted, the
effect the world war had upon the United States Is to produce
garments. Both men made It clear
an unheard of scarcity of second-hanrecently after a wild forenoon that the
bread llnfs of Germany are presently
to be duplicated In this country by
clothes lines, wesklt showers and other
activities calculated to keep the wear- 'ers of second-hanclothing from open,
to say nothing of nude, revolt.
All of these fucts and about a
carload of language was brought forth
when a flat dweller In an uptown
street heard the cry of "ol clothes,
cash," bellowed beneath his boudoir
window and beckoned once, and a mo
merit later there developed what sounded like the advance of a Roman mob
on the floor below where the beckoner lived. Doors were opened, slammed
and locked, windows raised and the roars of' alarmed tenants presently
brought the police.
They found the two ol clothes men rolling over and over and hither and
thither and elsewhere on the second floor. When separated they Immediately
accused each other of everything and made it clear that from henceforth
until the day they roll Into their mausoleums they will sue each other In
every available American court on every possible charge attending the sale
of old clothes and allied Industries.
In the Harlem court each man Insisted that the other had attempted to cut
hlra out of business and that the flat dweller had never even considered the
other when he beckoned. They declared that nowadays a suit of second-hanclothes is a clothing Kohlnoor and that for another clothing dealer to crash
Into a house and steal a beckon Is "positive the worst as can be In such busi
ness like this." Each Insisted that he bad bought nothing all dny and had
Intended to break his luck not his head, upon entering the flat house. They
sang foreign hymns while paying fines of $2 each.
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Very Nearsighted.
"Are you nearsighted, sir?" asked
the waiter, as the diner was leaving.
"No," replied the man.
"Well, you've left a dime on the
table; sir."
"That's for you."
"Well, if you think I'd take a tip
like that, you must be nearsighted,
sir."

BEST

THE

BEAUTY

DOCTOR

Is Cutlcura for Purifying and BeaMtl.
fylng the Skin Trial Free.
For cleansing, purifying and beauti
fying the complexion, hands and hair.
Cutlcura Soap with touches of Cut!
cura Ointment now and then afford the
most effective preparations at the mini
rnum of cost No massaging, steaming
creaming, or waste of time.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston.
Sold everywhere. Adv.
What He's Going to Be.
"Yes," said the nice little old lady,
"I am much Interested in the war. I
have two nieces who are- going to be
Red Cross nurses, and one fine nephew
who Is now at Ft. Sheridan studying
to be an Armenian."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
original little liver pills put up 40 years
ago. They regulate liver and bowels. Ad.
The Turtle' Choice.
The auto hnd skidded and upset. An
Irishman came up and snld to another
in the crowd : "What's the excitement,
Tat?"
"Shure, an automobile has turned
turtle."
"Turned turtle, Is It?" said the newcomer. "Bedad, that must be the ray- son It chose a mud puddle."
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes

farther than liquid blue. Oct from any
grocer. Adv.

The Elusive Cook.

"I see the army Is advertising for
cooks, with a proviso that they need
not enlist for any stlDulated time."
"Shows they understand the nature
of cooks, all right enough." Louisville
Courier-Journa-

l.

With Reservations,
"Do vou care for Jam?"
. "On the supper table, but not In the
trolley cars."
.

Many a man with a perfectly good
écheme lacks the nerve to push It

through.

mttt Your Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy
60

eenta at
Just Br Comfort.
mall. Writ for Free Hi; Soot
hrf&IMK KY It BEMUD Y CO.. CHIOAUO
tTo

Smarting

Herself Worthy Member of the D. A. R.

CITY. The flog was a very old one and ragged and dirty. It had
KANSAS
its time and. earned reposo in the treasure chest of the police
station No. C For flags may not be placed in waste boxes. Follce station
No. 6 Is not at best ornamental, and
the flag had worn Itself out rippling
THE ONE
patriotism in the breezes half under
YOU M.E
a viaduct at Twentieth street and
FLYIflC U
Flora avenue. Undoubtedly, it would
A PISfiRACE
etlll be doing its soiled and pitiful

Square Grading Highest
Prices and Quick Returns
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Mothors Know That
Genuino Castoria

15.60.

Bar Silver 82 c.
Copper Casting, $23.17.
St. Louis. Spelter I7.91V4.
Boulder Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $20.00 25.00 per unit; crude
ores,' 60 per cent, $20.00 25.00; 25
per cent, $12.00(312.50; 10 por cent,
$9.4012.20 per unit.
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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Fall Run of Distemper
AVOIDED BY USINQ

MAT BB WHOLLY

small outlay of money brings very
MCDnHNC"
jrUUIlj Agreat
results. It la a aure cure and a
Simple, sat
preventiva If you use It as per directions.
the quantity and an ounce
and sure. The fl sice la twice
your horses In beat condition
50c aize.
Get

more than the

for late fall and winter.
ers or manufacturers.
SP011N MEDICAL

Bound to Get There.
the
"In spite of the line
editor has had at home meaning In
the army
his particular household
people turned hlin down three times,"
says the Adams Enterprise, "but he
hasn't lost hope ; Jie's going to get in
that war somehow! They shouldn't
discriminate against a man who is
from worry."
merely

CO.,

All druggists, harness dealManafactarers, Goshea, lai.

ATROCITIES

AS

THEY

EXIST

g

Orphaned Children, Hmeless Families, Devastated Towns, Marked
Germany's Path in Belgium.
.

The Germans entered Belgium in
August and September, 1914; we began to come In November. Hence we
saw none of the atrocities of the invaThe Atlanta Constitution.
sion we saw only results of them,
writes Vernon Kellogg in the Atlantic.
Of course the good loser makes the Among these results, as soon by us,
best husband.
were, I hasten to say, no women without breasts or children without hands.
But there were women without husbands and sons and daughters hnd
children without mothers and fathers.
PRINTING There were families without homes,
Bend for Catalogue and tnrms without cattle or horses or
Flnlnhlng Price List. TkDeam Flete lUUfiabCe
nouses; towns without town halls and
Eulau Kesak Ce (21 1IU I trait, Damr, Célente churches and most of
the other buildings, and even some without any buildings at all, and a few without many
citizens.
But there were cemeteries
with scores and hundreds of new
graves not of soldiers ; and little toddling children who enme up eagerly
to you, saying, "Mon pere est mort;
ma mere est mort." They were distinguished from some of their playEnquire for the
j h. WILSON
8 Wibon Never Break Trace saddlery co. mates by this, you see
And we had to hear and endure
DENVER
Guaranteed
the stories, the myriad stories, of the
relicts of. Dlnnnt, Vise, Tamlnes,
and all the rest. Of course,
there were stories exaggerated unintentionally, simply by the Inevitable inaccuracies that come from excitement
and mental stress. But there were
stories that were true, all true.
gray-heade- d

Denver Directory

Kodaks

DEVELOPING
nd

3

I

1

Suspicious Note.
teacher felt that she had
every right to feel suspicious when a
young boy pupil presented her with a
note written in a boyish scrawl which
read as follows:
"Mis Jones pleas let Johnny out of
and ARTISTIC JEWELRY
school this afternoon as I want to go
UANCTACTranto
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ to the ball game.
Johnny's mother, Mis Perkins."
I6th a Curtis, Denver, Colo.
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Colorado.

Improvements at the Pinnacle mine
at Oak Creek will allow a production
of 2,600 tons of coal daily.
The old Louis mine in Bridal Veil
basin, near Teilurlde, is to be
and unwatered by a group of
Teilurlde business men.
ore strike in
The recent
the Portland mine, at over 2,000 feet
from surface, again emphasizes the
Importance of deep mining.
The Golden Fleece on Hotchkiss
mountain, near Lake City, is being reopened, provided with a mill, and it,
too, is shaping for steady shipments.
Work on the Griffith oil well, east
of Colorado Springs, Is going forward without interruption. The oil
sand is not expected short of 2,000
or ,500 feet.
The company operating the Ohio
Tunnel above Bird's Eye, In the Lead-vllldistrict, has awarded contracts
for driving its main tunnel ahead
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currence.
With the water problem finally
solved, sinking is going forward
shaft
steadily in the Dundee-Arizonat Jerome.
The Jerome Verde has fourteen1 and
a halt feet of ore averaging better
than 20 per cent copper and the foot-wahas not been reached.
The Arizona Binghampton Copper
Company broke all its milling records
last month. The first six days of October showed an actual recovery of
12,500 pounds of copper daily.
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Arizona,
New strikes in the copper mines
around Mayer are almost a daily oc-

The San Antonia Tunneling and
knight in armor or soldier In khaki Mining Company, at Bayfield, has
i .1
came to us rescue, aui a ongni-eye- u
been incorporated with a capital stock
V
I
ladT stopped her car In front of the of three million dollars. The holdings
ye
jj
'3 station. She walked bravely in and of the company comprise 200 acres
up to the police sergeant In charge.
above Emerald lakes.
"Are you the captain?" she tact
Light production is resulting from
fully inquired. Then, without waiting for an answer, she told her errand,
work In progress at the main shaft
the
the words tumbling over one another in the haste of their delivery.
of the Elkton Company on Raven hill.
pro
We
Revolution
Daughters
American
am
member
of
the
a
of the
"I
Ten groups of lessees are active, and
tect flags. The one you have flying out there is in a condition that makes It
the output is limited to three cars
B disgrace and a legal offense, for a federal law forbids any public office flying
per week of milling grade ore.
soiled
been
has
Please
down.
soiled.
flag
torn
or
take
It
a
it
that is either
The Greenback mine in Graham
and torn a long time."
The officer looked very much surprised. Ee gazed earnestly at the bright- - Park, at Leadvllle, is again operating
at full capacity. At the Wolftone
eyed woman, exquisite In appearance and a little bit frightened.
Then he turned to a policeman seated in the office. "Go out tnere," ne shaft the Western Mining Company
is shipping 200 tons per day of lino
thundered, "and take down that Aug."
sulphide.
carbonate and lead-zinmorning,
next
departed.
lady
the
But
closed.
was
The
The incident
hospital,
St.
Luke's
when she passed that way, taking her surgeon husband to
Montana.
a fine new flag was flying from station No. 6.
George L. James, manager of the
Montana Oil Company, that
High-SoundiTitle Southern
is drilling wells near Meeteetse, has
great falta in the oil section about
At a night session up on Capitol mil not long ago a large Meeteetse, and believes it will make
WASHINGTON.
the West, with considerable nerve and no modesty, en- a good field.
deavored to get Into one of the public galleries. Because of the fear on the
The situation continues to improve
part of a certain employee that he will
at the properties of the Anaconda
ft"
be kidded to death by this narrative,
Mining Company at Butte. About
let us not ask whether it was the
TÍÍSSP
11,000 tons of ore are being hoisted
house or senate gallery. However, the
daily. This is equivalent to a copmuslarge person had a fine set of
per production of something like
taches, upturned and diplomatic in
pounds monthly.
The numtheir general aspect. With hlra trailed
ber of men returning to work is inthree women dressed to kill in the
creasing dally, and an Anaconda offiBnest stuff you ever saw In all your
cial statement says the company's
life.
mines are now being operated at 78
filled,
Well, all the galleries were
per cent of normal.
except the executive gallery and the ,
diDlomntic eallerv. ' The large nervy
New Mexico,
person didn't think he could bluff his way Into the president's own reservaTies for the new narrow guage railtion, but he waltzed up to the diplomatic gallery, and it was Just his luck that
road to Johnson mine are being cut.
the regular veteran doorkeeper was not on the job at that moment.
The substitute, though, looked him over, and decided he must be eomeMiners are scarce in the Mogollón
thlnir or other with all that mustache and that fleet of females,
district and the Increasing work of"It Is necessary to have your card, though," said the doorkeeper, "because fers employment for good men.
I have to know who you are."
The Socorro Mining & Milling Co.
"I have no cards with me," responded Nervo. "But I am the Ahkoond of are increasing mill tonnage. October
Swat and these are three of my wives."
went tonnage being several hundred tons
And with that the doors swung open and the quartet of
ahead of normal.
in. nr down, enzed unon the session below and later retired
There are several silver prospects
put
The next day someone told the substitute doorkeeper that Nervo had
In the Cerrillos camp that are showone over on him.
ing some high grhde ore that will
"Aw, shucks," replied the substitute, "that ain't nothing. Freaks like that
soon be on the shipping list.
v
butt in here every day."
At Mogollón, the Oaks Co. increased development and ore breakAllege
ing on the Central group. A considerable tonnage is awaiting shipment to
John H. Hewitt, known as "the millionaire miser of Rogers mill.
CHICAGO.
at the Sheffield avenue police station to face T. F. Rege- The Waldo smelter at Cerrillos is
Un, who swore out a warrant lor rum on tne cnarge oí sieaung pomiues irum running night and day and has been
a garden plot cultivated by Regelln, turning out zinc dust ever since last
George Smith and Matt Smith.
April. This ilant will soon enlarge
According to the complaint, the
its capacity.
three obtained permission from James
The shaft of the Galena Chief at
Cardwell to use a patch of ground, ICO
has been retlmbered. The
Cerrillos
summer
AH
during
the
159
by
feet.
evenings they would spend their time ore Is a lead proposition and runs
in the potato field. Then came the over eighty ounces of silver to the
ton and 12 per cent lead.
fall with the new large potatoes.
The amateur gardeners noticed
that for some time they found no poWyoming.
tatoes in many hills, and they got
The Carmanla Oil Company reports
the idea that someone was removing a heavy flow of gas In its No. 1 well
the potatoes and replanting the vines to cover up all traces of the theft. in the Plunkett field at Lander.
"I decided I'd find out," said Regelln. "So I lay down in the grass near
The Tisdale Oil syndicate reports
the patch. Along comes Hewitt with a lard pall and a trowel and goes to
getting
leases on a considerable tract
vines.
the
straighten
up
and
hole
fill
the
digging. Then he'd
Tensleep
district near Worland
In
the
we
lost
had
about
decided
we
"I talked It over with my partners and
'
Merrltt well on Sectipn 8 of the
$30 worth, and if he (Hewitt) wouldn't come across we'd have him arrested.
Big Muddy, in which the oil was ea
He refused, so we took him to the station."
was brought into court four year ago by his countered at a depth of 8,170 feet, has
Hewitt, who is 'eighty-foudaughter, Mrs. Jessie M. Wynne, who tried to have him declared insane. He been drilled thirty feet into the sand
testified that he keejm a record of every cent he spends and that one year he and the column of oil has raised to
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MRS. ROSS
secre
"The kidner
tions were scanty and distressing end
the water remained in my system, making my feet and hands swell. There
were dark circles under my eyes and
I became so dizzy I could hardly see.
I had rheumatic pains in my knees and
it wat all I could do to get around.
For years I waa in that shape and I
wore plasters and used all kinds of
medicine to no avail until I tried
Doan't Kidney PilU. They rid me
of the trouble and strengthened my
back and kidneys. When I have taken
Doan't aince, they have always benefited me."
Btcorn to before me.
L. N. VAUGHAN, Notary PuhUc.
Cat Doan's at Any Stare, 60e a Bra

and Children.

For

Waiters Newepaper Union News Servios.

could

hardly bend over and
any move lent darta of
pain through my kidneys.
It waa hard for
ma to walk up stairs or
stoop,
and to move
while lying down sent
darta of pain through

11

NEWS

"My, kidneys were bo weak that the
least cold I caught would affect them
and atart my back aching until 1
could hardly endure the niiwry," taya
Mri. IX C. Rosa, 873 Fulton tit., Brook
lvn, N. Y. "In the morning when I
brat got up, my Daclc
waa
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The less a man says the more guessing his wife has to do.
One of the worst things under
sun Is a shady reputation.

the

There's
Superior
Flavor
To

POSTUM
The Platte River Cattle Co.
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L A C M&h, Doner, die.
PURE BRED HEREFORD
BULLS FOR SALE
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Ones, twos and threes.
Sea or write na before buying.

SHOF

REPAIRING
parcel POST

by

Finest equipped plant in West. Shoes reeelred
and shipped by mail. Men's aolea, II 45, women's
11.00.
Write for prioe Uat and shipping tags.
DENYER SHOE FACTORY, 1645 Chap St, Den, Col
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

44-19-17.

as a table beverage.
1

A package from
the grocer is well
worth a trial, in place
of coffee especially

When Coffee Disagrees!

THE

6PANI8H-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

AH'EPITÜEOF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OP THE
PROQRE8S OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES

government to leave Trinidad.
Twenty Villa followers were taken
prisoners by Gen. Jose Carlos Mur-gul-a
south of San Antonio Pass.
The government was defeated in the
Chamber of Deputies at Rome when
a vote of confidence failed by 314 to
96.
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NEW MEXICO

ELECTED

STATE NEWS
Weatarn Nawapapar Union Nwi Sarvloe.
COMINO EVENTS.
Meeting- Nov. Í4-2- 9
New Mexloo

The Swiss newspapers express the
opinion that the destruction ot tour
Teacher' Association at Santa Fé.
1818 Wool Urowera' convention
Zeppelins in France is a death blow March,
at Koawell.
to aircraft of this type.
Albuquerque Is to have another
The newspapers state that Premier
Kereusicy probably will relinquish the
post of commander-in-chie- f
Fire destroyed eight buildings io
of tin RusLovlngton.
sian armies to General Boukhonln.
Sixty persons were killed and nineCovers will be laid for 300 at the
ty seriously wounded, as the result of Teachers' banquet 'in Santa Fé.
an explosion which occurred in the
The Santa Fé Red Cross chapter
principal barracks vat San Jose, Costa has raised $5,124.82 as a war fund.
Rica.
The Cannonball Motor Company,
san-ltorlu-

SAYING'S,

D O I N Q 8,

ACHIEVE

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Waatara Nawapapar Union Maw Sanrlee.

ABOUT THE WAR
Russian civilian evacuation ot
Kronstadt commenced.
American destroyers and men in
European waters aré ready for winter.
Gon. Halg repulsed several violent
attacks in Flanders and is consolidating the new positions taken.
Italian troops repulsed a strong attack by Austrian and German orces
In the Cadore region at Monte Plana.
German withdrawal ot troops In region of Riga is so extensive that Russian troops find no enemy when they
advance.
f
of her total
Germany lost
s
as a
effectual fleet of
result of her air raid of Oct. 20 over
England, according to cable dispatches received at Washington.
The London war office announces
that 150 persons, in addition to the
135 lost on the two British destroyers,
were killed when two German raiders
sank eleven ships In the North sea.
e
French force Germans back to
canal and capture many towns.
French forces are now within eight
miles of important city of Laon. Press
comment in Berlin Indicates that Germany may evacuate Laon.
Austro-Germaforces continuing
drive and Italians are forced back to
own border at northern end of line,
losing large part of ground which they
took in recent offensive against
'
and 30,000 men.
New raids Thursday drove the Germans out of the Monkey mountain positions and the Villages of Pinon and
Pargny-Fllalwere abandoned. French
forces are now within sight of the railway junction of Laon.
British and French troops renew
drive which, it is believed, is intended
to force Germans from submarine
bases on Belgian coast. Allies sweep
forward north and east ot Ypres, taking villages and fortified points.
Retirement of German forces on the
western front to a position far in the
rear of the present HIndenburg line
is expected by war experts following
the recent French blows along the
Alsne front. The prisoners captured
in the Petaln drive now number about
12,000 and many more are coming In;
120 guns of the larger type were captured and vast quantities of small caliber pieces were seized.
one-hal-
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WESTERN
Camp Cody's subscriptions to the
second Liberty loan totaled 11,917,650.
Flour dropped 40 cents a barrel at
San Francisco last week, it being the
second cut within a month.
The big oil companies ot Colorado
and Wyoming were well represented
in the list of those who helped to

boost the Liberty loan.
The Federal Industrial Commission,
headed by William B. Wilson, secretary of labor, arrived at Clifton, Ariz.,
from Globe, where they obtained a
satisfactory settlement of the strike.
"I'm glad I shot him; if I can't have
him, neither can his wife," bystanders declare Mrs. Bessie Fisher cried
after killing Lawrence Barrett In a
restaurant at Casper, Wyo.
Troops stationed at the government
cantonment at Charlotte, N. C, including soldiers from Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, South Dakota,
Washington, Oregon and Idaho, have
been ordered to move "East."

WASHINGTON
Government modified recent drastic
embargo on sugar.
President urges vote for women in
address to New York delegation.
Ships, wheat and hogs are the great
needs emphasized by Mr. Hoover to
win the war.
President Wilson gave full indorsement to woman suffrage as an Immediate issue in every state.
Frank A. Scott resigned as chairman of the War Industries Board. He
gave ill health as the reason for his
resignation.
Men subject to the second national
army are to be given an opportunity
to study for work in the army signal
corps.
s
Nearly
of the water surface of the world is about to be policed by the Japanese navy, according to a Japanese press report.
The first day's response to Secretary McAdoo's offering of an Indefinite
certifiamount of treasury short-timcates of indebtedness was $164,797,000.
Another loan of $20,000,000 was
made to France, bringing total credits extended by the United States to
allied nations to $2,826,400,000.
The census cotton report showed
that 5,571,624 bales, counting round
&g half bales, were ginned from the
growth of 1917 up to Oct 18, compared with 7.303,183 for 1916 and o
two-third-
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HOLT HEADS TEMPLARS

Cipriano Castro, former president Of
Venezuela, has been requested by the

Russian preliminary parlia- capitalized at $10,000,000, has located
according to the newspapers, at Texico, N. M.
shortly will discuss the fate ot the
The Wesner brothers' ranch on the
family, now imprisoned
Romanoff
upper Gallinas has been sold to T. C.
near Tobolsk, Siberia,
Anthony, a Texas capitalist.
The American congressmen who are
Eighty mén subject to service in the
making an unofficial tour of the war
area held a conference with Walter r.rmy were certified to the AlbuquerHlnes Page, the American ambassa- que Board by the District Board.
Dr. W. R. Tipton began his duties
dor, at the embassy in London.
Dr. von Kuehlmann In Berlin still as superintendent of the New Mexico
is the most talked of candidate for hospital for the insane at East Las
the .chancellorship of that country Vegas.
Three tralnloads of members of the
but Amsterdam reports say Kaiser
New Mexico regiment left for Linda
will keep Michaells In power.
Vista, Cal. They were given 9,000
r
Chancellor of the Exchequer A.
Law said he would move a vote oranges and apples.
The State Board of Examining Surot credit for $2,000,000,000 in the
House ot Commons In London. This veyors adjourned from its first meetengiamount will finance the war until early ing after licensing thirty-fou- r
neers and surveyors.
In December, it is estimated.
The body of Jacob Harden, a well
In the House of Commons, Lord
Robert Cecil, minister of blockade, known mining man, was found in the
gave a categorical denial to rumors Animas river in Sierra county. ' He
circulated by Germany that the West- had been missing for some time.
ern powers were contemplating a sepThe grand jury at Santa Fé has
arate peace at the expense of Russia recommended new safes and vaults
and Rumania.
for the county officers and a' new
The Sinn Fein conference in Dublin heating plant for the Jail at Santa Fé.
decided the members of the organizaAt Its regular meeting the
lodge of the Moose Instructed
tion should be trained In the use ot
arms, though this will not be compul- Its trustees to Invest $200 ot the sursory. The conference promised that plus of the beneficiary fund in Liberty
the provisional government of Ireland bonds.
should be established without delay.
The New Mexico battery, whlc
Rolland S. Morris, the new Ameri- has been at Charlotte, N. C, for three
can ambassador to Japan, in succes- weeks, was on the move again, possision to the late George W. Guthrie, bly to a point of embarkation for
arrived at Tokio in good health. Mr. France.
Morris was welcomed at Yokohama
The Sheriffs' and Peace Officers'
by "the Btaff of the American embassy Association
of New Mexico was
and by members of the American as- formed at Albuquerque, Sheriff C. A.
sociation.
Rector of Chaves county being elected
Details have reached London of a president.
German plan to obtain ascendancy
The district headquarters of the
after the war in Denmark by ceding torest service will begin sending out
to Denmark a small strip ot former
notices to their field forces with a
Danish territory in North Schleswlg, view of aiding the Hoover program
In return for "a large sum of money"
ot food conservation.
and, presumably also, certain ecoBail'ln the sum ot $10,000 was fixed
nomic and commercial concessions.
by the Court of Criminal Appeals In
SPORTING NEWS
the case of Felix R. Jones, charged
Benny. Leonard was offered $25,000
with the murder of Thomas Lyons, a
Chicago
Charley
White, the
to box
wealthy cattleman of Silver City.
lightweight.
This has been what the apiarists
Introduction of a third major league
call an uncommonly good year for
or without the honey,
baseball circuit
and 48,000 pounds have already
sanction of organized baseball was the been shipped from the Artesla staannouncement made at Chicago on the tion to points in New Mexico and
authority of Charles W. Murphy, for- Texas.
mer owner of the Cubs.
The New Mexico campaign to seAlfredo de Oro, at New York, repledges to the food saving procure
biltained his title, as
gram Is now mapped out and it is tho
liard champion when he defeated John
Intention of those in charge to secure
Daly, the challenger, in the final block
the signatures of at least 50,000 to
of fifty points by a score of 50 to 46.
the cards.
The total for the three nights' play
Isaac Martinez, who is suspected of
was; De Oro, 150; Daly, 129.
having shot and killed Mrs. Matilde
GENERAL
Bustos de Ortiz near Cebolla on June
Mrs. Vincent Astor Is reported to 17th, last, has been captured and is
be ill in Paris.
being held to await a preliminary
Canadian wheat soon to be moving hearing in LeDoux.
toward eastern mills.
Judge Colin Neblett sentenced
Returns from the Liberty loan cam- James Pandell, H. G. Norrls, and
paign of the Boy Scouts of America Cleve Mayfleld to ninety days In Jail
showed that bonds in excess of
for peddling liquor to soldiers at Camp
were sold.
Cody. Mayfleld also was fined the
Secretary McAdoo, in speech at Lit- costs of the case and $200.
tle Rock, declares that militant AmerOver 400 have enrolled at the New
ica can whip the Kaiser, but that the Mexico Normal at East Las Vegas.
Kaiser can whip apathetic America.
According to word received by the
Madame Sarah Bernhardt, on her
Miguel county exemption board
San
seventy-thirbirthday, said: "Amerifrom the commander at Camp Funs-toca will win the war for France," and
all the men eht from San Miguel
expressed her profound admiration county
In the first two contingents
for America and American women.
have been found physically sound.
Blown down by a high wind, a big
J. C. Shaffer was shot and Instantly
oak tree struck an automobile near
by C. S. Crosby near Rock Valkilled
Boyd,
depkilling
Frank
Dallas, Tex.,
uty sheriff of Rockwall, Tex., and Eu- ley school, north of Roswell. The killis said to have been the outgrowth
Two ing
genia Hanby, his sister-in-lafight over some school
of
factional
'
others were seriously injured.
. A British tank, similar to the giant matters which have been In court.
At Clayton, a new auto struck a
war machines of this character in active service in France, reached the sleeping dog in the road and turned
New York port on a steamship from turtle. Jed Scott's back was broken.
Europe and was set up as a compan- His wife was only bruised. His brothion exhibit to the German submarine er also escaped serious Injury. His
which recently arrived, to stimulate brother's wife received an injury to
the knee.
Liberty bond purchasing.
Ramon Salazar, charged with cruelty
Benjamin P. Cheney, Boston; Augustus D. Julllard, New York, and T. to his iwlfe, was found guilty in the
DeWitt Cuyler, Philadelphia, were re- District Court at Albuquerque, the
Jury recommending clemency. Salazar
elected directors of the AtchlBon,
jabbed his wife with a knife in the
& Santa Fe, Railway at the annual stockholders' meeting at Topeka, arms and right side. They had sepKan. Acquisition of 107 miles of rail- arated and Salazar, encountering her
road under construction or already on a road in Barelas, used the knife
on her.
built was confirmed.
Reports from county agents to the
a
Dewitt,
Neb.,
John Schroeder,
farmer, was fleeced out of $10,000 by State Council of Defense show that
two confidence men, Lincoln police New Mexico will have a total bean
announced.
Schroeder gave a draft crop this year of over seventy million
for $10,000 for a steel box supposed pounds. Final reports are expected to
to contain $30,000 as his share of a increase this stotal considerably. Unlucky stock speculation. The box con- ion county leads with over thirty million pounds.
tained nothing of value.
The Socorn Mining and Milling
A fire of mysterious origin de;
clean-ufor the last half of
Company
stroyed the potash plant of the Mineral Products Corporation at Alunlte, September amounted to twenty-onbars ot gold and silver bulfive miles southwest ot Marysvale,
from all properties
Production
lion.
Utah, causing a loss estimated at
$250,000 and the possible loss of one is being increased as fast as arrangements can be made.
The
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AT GRAND CONCLAVE
AT 8ANTA FE.

Grand Chapter Also Holds Meeting In
Capital City and Names Officers
for Ensuing Year.
WMtera Nawapapar Union Newa Btrvlca.

Santa Fé. The grand conclave of
the Knights Templan has selected the
following officers:
State Senatoi
Herbert B. Holt, grand eminent com
mander; Claude Hobbs, deputy grand
commander; John M. Bowman, gram1
generalissimo; W. O. Connor; Jr.,
grand captain general; C. C. Manning,
grand ' senior warden; Richard H.
Hanna, grand Junior warden; A. J
Meloy, grand treasurer; A. A. Keen,
grand secretary;
Peter Cameron
grand prelate; B. B. Naylor,, grand
standard bearer;
Perry
Reuben
grand sword bearer; Taylor S. Julien
grand warden; Charles E. Lowber,
grand sentinel.
The grand chapter has elected tht
following officers: Herbert B. Holt,
grand high priest; Richard M. Thome,
deputy grand high priest; Reuben
Perry, grand king; J. Smith Lea,
grand scribe; William H. Chapman,
grand chaplain; Richard H. Hanna,
grand principal sojourner; C. C. Manning, grand captain' host; John M.
Bowman, grand royal arch captain:
Sam F. Miller, grand master third
veil; F. P. KUbourn, grand master
second veil; B. N. Naylor, Jr., grand
master first veil; C. E. Lowber, grand
sentinel.
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In Paradise

I'

the road. You could rest there till
morning.
Go."
t V: Wayne kept
on. He was truly weary
Hi
as at the end of an hour. Finally he
crossed a plankway spanning a flow of
0 ;!
sparkling surplus water, and, tracing
Its source, he made out a stone pavilion on a knoll half hidden in a nest
of luxuriant flowers and vine growth.
&
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By Charles Frazer Ross

n

(Copyright, 11T, Weitarn Newapapar Union.)

"Travel," recommended Dr. Lucius
Thorpe to Archer Wayne, not profese
sionally consulted, but as an
friend and adviser.
"Not for my health, surely," said
Wayne. "I never was in better trim
In my life."
"Physically, yes," returned the medico. "Mentally and socially a perverted nondescript."
Wayne
"Thank you!" observed
dryly.
"Oh, don't get offended. We are real
friends. It was a blighting destiny
that chained you down to a desk and
kept you there, a mere machine, for
ten years. It sort of soured the milk
of human kindness in your natural
makeup. At twenty-fivyou are suddenly lifted from mediocre subsistence
to opulence through an entirely unexpected legacy. Yon are thrown on the
world surfeited with money and as
unused to the opportunities for enjoying it as an author. Therefore, I say
travel, get acquainted with the world,
cultivate friendship, fellowship, and, if
the right young lady comes along,
love."
Add Pinto Beans to Army Rations.
The word fell upon dull hearing. It
East Las Vegas. County Agricul- was a word, nothing more to the man
tural Agent M. R. Gonzalez and many to whom all womankind represented
of the farmers of San Miguel county mystical, dainty creatures, for whom
were greatly pleased to learn that he had not cultivated even casual repinto beans have been added to the gard. He felt this and other deficienarmy and navy ration and will be
cies of knowledge, however, and dethrough Washington. This in- cided to see the world at large.
formation came in the form of a teleSix months later Arthur Wayne had
gram to the county agent from the nearly circumnavigated the globe. He
state food administrator. It shows had been a lonely tourist, for It was
that the pintos are recognized as ex- difficult for him to cure his settled
cellent food, palatable as well as nutritious. San Miguel county has Increased its bean crop greatly every
year for the past three years on the
advice of the county agent.
old-tim-

e

d

Makes

Record Bean Production.

Santa Fé. The State Council of Defense which is gathering crop figures
for the year, Walter M. Danburg, acting as statistician, figures that New
70,112,101
Mexico
has produced
pounds ot beans or 200 pounds for
each man, woman and child, Union
county leading with 30,000,000 pounds,
12,000,000
Quay producing
Colfax 4,750,000 and Mora
pounds. Eddy produced 6,500
cotton and Dona Ana county
crates of cantaloupes.

pounds,
,000,000

bales of
147,000

Bean Elevator for Torrance County.
Santa Fé. Incorporation papers
were tiled by the Ishell Elevator Company, which proposes to erect a bean
elevator at Wlllard, Torrance county,
and which already has closed contracts with Estancia valley farmer
for large quantities not only of beons,
but other products.
Crippled Woman Aids U. S.
Alamogordo.
Bedridden for many
months, Mrs. M. R. Langford is knitting her bit for the American soldier
Fascinated Him.
In France.
A broken hip makes it
impossible for her to leave her bed, reticence. But he had brushed elbows
but she has knit a large number of with new people and had learned to
woolen articles for the soldiers
observe their ways, and ever and Anon
found a congenial spirit. It was all In
Walks, Enlists and Wins Bet.
a day's companionship, however, and
Deming. Having walked the entire he made only casual acquaintances.
distance from Tipton, la., Paul W.
The great modern capitals did not
France arrived Oct. 24 to join the attract him. The historic held all of
Iowa machine gun company at Camp compelling Interest. Egypt, India, the
Cody. France left Tipton Sept. 1 on Ganges, the Euphrates, Asia Minor, the
a wager which stipulated he must romance and reliquaries of olden
reach Deming before Nov. 1.
times held much of fascination for
him.
One day at an obscure town
Bank Deposits Have Increased.
fringing on a wonderful sketch of
Santa Fé. State Bank Examiner greenery and mountain expanse, he
George H Van Stone, in a report left the tourists sojourning at some
shows that deposits in state banks in- celebrated medicinal springs, shoulcreased $4,215,859.72 during the past dered his traveling pack and strolled
year, the total deposits on. Sept. 12th, forth alone. The natives offered guide
having been $13,835,860.67, while the and servant assistance, but he wished
total loans and discounts were $13,317,-878.7- to be alone. Nature was at ltg most
an Increase of $3,906,031.16 and .glorious along the narrow paths. The
the resources totaled , $17,971,957.26, bum of busy Insect Ufe, the soft whisan increase ot 45,015,520.38. There perings of the broad leaves seemed to
state banks say: "I am nature come into my
are now seventy-twis workshop."
and
the total capitalization
Wayne strolled for hours. He had
$2,505,588.20, an increase of $321,421.38
The report also Includes reports from traversed a beautiful valley when he
His
twenty-seveof the forty-twnational found dusk Just approaching.
compass gave him no hint of the proxbanks of the state.
imity of settlement or hamlet. It
guided him north, however, land he
Prince Heads Georgraphlc Society.
Albuquerque.
The New Mexico Ge- knew that somewhere in that direction
ographic Society held its annual meet- lay Mahdl.
A full, glorious moon lighted his
ing on the anniversary of the discovway and enhanced the rare beauty and
offiAmerica.
following
The

"I shall wait until daylight," he

so-

liloquized, as he ascended the steps
of the pavilion, dropped to a bench be
side a marble table and gave utterance to a sigh of profound relief. Then
with a violent start, almost a thrill,
he stared wondering at the end of the
long bench. It held another occupant
than himself, a woman, fair and
comely.
She was asleep, and her face with
closed eyes and placid Hps was turned
towards him. Her silken golden tresses
formed a pillow for one arm.
The
pellucid moonlight clearly outlined the
classic features.
Archer Wayne sat
spellbound. Who could she be a venturesome tourist, belated, lost, like
himself T For the first time In his life
he found the opportunity to study, to
analyze the face of a woman. The
lines of character and loveliness attracted him, the strangeness ot the
occasion enchained fancy and satisfaction.
Abruptly the fair blunderer sighed,
opened her eyes, and then, discovering
that she had a companion, arose to
her feet in f ome trepidation. Wayne
followed her example, lifting his cap
courteously, with the words:
"I fear you, like myself, are a venturesome wanderer, out of your bearings."
His clear voice, his utter manliness
reassured the lady. She hastened to
smooth her disarranged tresses, she
smiled In a pleased way.
"If that Is your trouble, like my
own," she said sweetly, "I am glad you
have come. Yes, I have lost my way,
and the pavilion offered shelter, and I
shall, not feel frightened now."
AVayne bowed In thanks at the expressed confidence In hlin of the beau-

tiful stranger, and said:
"Perhaps we had better wait for
dawn. In the meantime," and he lifted to the stone table his tourist pack
and opened it. "If you are hnlf famished as I am, you will enjoy a little
luncheon."

Her bright eyes twinkled approvingly as he brought Into evidence an electric tube, pressed Its button and set it
upon the table.
Then Wayne produced an nppefízlng array of food
which his precision had secured at
the settlement. Even to salt, pepper,
vinegar, the materials were at hund
to season a most satisfactory cold
luncheon.
She Joined him, a gladsome Invited
guest, with all the xest and enjoyment
of a healthy normal woman. They '
Somechatted, the repast concluded.
how, her eyes so full of natural Interest
and sympathy, won him to tell his life
story bit by bit Wayne felt drawn
more closely to this companion as she
in turn told of lonely orphan years.
She was of a party who were at the
hotel at the settlement.
She had
strayed far to gather floral specimens,
and he pulsated with new and vivid
emotions, as she showed hi in the books
in which she had pressed her collec- tlons and her perfumed breath swept
his cheek gentle as the fluttering of
an angel wing. Then the conversation
died down. Her head had dropped to
the support of the bench, ne sat im- She
movable, scarcely breathing.
seemed so beautiful in sleep. Her head
touched his shoulder. A nameless
ecstacy possessed his being.
Thus
passed the sweet night away, and by
stages his own senses stole into a slumber, and he awoke to find the rising
sun of a new glorious day coming up
over the hill tops.
There was enough and to spare for
an early morning refection. Hilda
Broughton was bright and sparkling
under the Influence of gratitude for the
care and companionship of, the true
gentleman who had rescued her from
the fears and discomfort of a night of
loneliness.
"Did you know," she asked as they
started on to locate the town, "that
these natives about here declare that
all this country around here is the
original location of the Garden of
Eden?"

He had heard of it, and his heart
beat fact at the trustful contrast of
the small gloved hand on his arm. Not
now the time, but Inter on, he resolved
on that, he should fell her that hi
hoped he had found his Eve.

o

n

o

ery of
cers were elected for the coming year:
President, David R. Boyd; vice presidents, William C. McDonald, L. Bradford Prince, A. D. Crlle; secretary,
Dean A. Worcester; treasurer, Don P.
Johnston. Members of the Geographic
Board: Nestor Montoya, F. W. Clancy.

Five General Topics for Educators.
Santa Fé. Five general topics, all
correlated, will be presented and discussed at the meetings of the Educational Council of the New Mexico
State Teachers' Association on Saturday, November 24th. The council consists of six members at large and

grandeur of his environment He had
about decided to unpack, eat and
spread his blankets for a full night
rest, when he noted a flag waving In
the near distance. He kept it In sight
and came to a board enclosure, when
the tinkling of a bell attracted him.
Beyond the spiked fence he made out
a man. He wore a bell strapped to

bis knee.
"Can you take me In for the night1
called Wayne across the fence but the
man Inside waved his arms dissenting-1y- ,
almost threateningly.
"Do you not see the color of the
flag, yellow, the signal of pestilence,
and the warning bell? Go go, there
Infection in the very air. This is the

Comforted Departing Soldier.
He was as straight a young corporal as you ever was In khaki. And
he was telling the woman who sat
next in the car that he wished the wai
could be over in time to cut and shock
the corn.
"My father Is a good farmer, but h
is nearly sixty and that's too old for a
man to be working when he has a son
to do for him. And my mother Is so
little she can walk under my outstretched arm, but here's what I keep
studying over up here dad cried and
begged me to come home the first
chance I got, but mother said: "Bub,
you know how I hate to have you go,
but you are fighting our fight for us,,
and though It Is only a day's ride from
here to Washington city I want you td
"
come back by way of France
There was nothing to it, of course,
except for the comfort it gave th
youngster to talk of his mother's
bravery and his father's corn.
And comfort means a whole heap.
Washington Star.

threo representatives from each secNew Discoveries.
tion, and several special representa"What new lesson did you learn at
pest station."
tives, making about seventy members
"How near can I find a habltationr school today, son?"
altogether. It is the council that inquired Wayne. '
"Found a new way of getting out of
threshes out questions ot educational
You might reach a school an hour by snuffln' red ink up
"None near.
policy.
spring pavilion a league or more down my nose."
1
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LODGE DIRECTORY

he Spanish American
--

Rmistirk

Auuusr

3

17. 1811

IRVIN OGDEN, SP

second-clas-

.

postofilce in Roy, New Mexico.

have new birth of freedom,
and that government of the
people, by the people, for the)
people, shall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

TO

OLD

GLORY,

Offers Yon This Week

BLESS HER!

O. O. F.

Your

F, É. IVEY Supt

.

wel-

'Mrs. C. C.
been quite sick, is- almost well
now and able to be up and
-

Rebekah

Y. P. S. C. E,
R. C. Grunig, President
Mtss r.ir.r.tAN Grinkk, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Koy, N. M., every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
nil visitors.
1

Grunig, N.
Wm. G. Johnson Sec'y.
R. C.

Moore, who has

it Christian (Jhurcn.
presence is necessary.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

the day now.

now.

G.
,

Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
CATHOLIC
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Mr. Hubert West and family,
Evening each month
Mass once each month at the
also his brother, Hoy, left SunI. O. O. F. Hall
Catholic Church. Dates announcday for a visit with relatives and
N.
G.
W.
Gibbs
ed in advancf.
Grace
friends in Texas.
Ogden
Secy.
Rev. Fr. Chateau,
Grace V.
Priest in charge,
happenBradley
Mrs.
Mr. and
Visiting Sisters welcome
ed to quite an accident last week
Methodist Episcopal Church
while trying to haul feed-stuSERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
during the high wind. They were
walking along besido the barge
1st k 3d Sundays at Liberty, 11 A. M.
Solano 7.30 P. M
and it blew over on them, bruising them up quite a bit but
V
EVAPORATED
2nd & ith Sundavs at Bradley 11 A.M.
Mosquero 7.30 P. M.
neither of them was seriously
Goat Milk
Pastor,
MATTHKW,
L.
R.
Food
Incomparable
injured.
Baby
The

If anyone attempts to hiul down
the American flag, shoot him on the
pot.

w-

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10, A. M

Meets each Sunday

Evening
sick during the past two weeks.
Visiting Brothers always
Last reports say there is some
improvement in his condition come.

Cabbage

GOD

uic main

Mr. B. F. Brown has been very

A Carload of

Thil nation, under God, (ball

HERE'S

1.
Ut'ttll 1 III caning la

ider of

matter at the

s

Church Directory

MOSQUERO

M

$1.50 Per Tear

Subtctiptioi

Enterad as

C3

c

"The House of Service"

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

!

SPANISH-AMERICA-

John A. Dix.

ff

Pen 100
While then last

V.4

Friday, 'the 26th was Mrs. Tom
Friday
Hamilton's birthday,-sevening a crowd of us went over
and surprised her. We all had
an enjoyable evening at a late
hour we wished her many happy
returns of the day and departed
for our homes.
o

Statement of Ownership, Management,
Circulation, Etc., of
THE SPANISH AMERICAN published weekly

at

Roy, New Mexico

Publisher, editor, managing editor
n
and business manager, and owner,
Ogden, Sr., Roy, New Mexico.
.
Mortgagees Roy Trust and Savings Bank, Roy, N. M.
Average circulation for past six
months 600 copies per week.
Signed:
IRVIN OGDEN, Sr.,
Publisher.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 20th day of September 1917.
(Seal)
4 H. FOSTER. .
Justice of the Peace.

o

Flo ersiieiHis
3

Exempt From' Arrest
Members of tile house of commons.
In England, cannot be arrested for 40

October 29, 1917,

FOR SALE:- - or will trade, for
White-Fac- e
Heiffers, 40 days after every prorogation, or for
head qf good young Horses and 40 days before the next appointed
meeting.
Mares, (Not Ponies) Write
f
Calvin Jones,
Great MiT,
Tucumcari, N. M.
T3 pd.
Groat men stand like solitary toaron
In the city of O'J. LuLfeff'lnw.

Circular Letter

Good

The Congress on October 6th,
an amendment to
the pension law increasing the
rate of pension for a widow of an
officer or enlisted man of the
army, navy or marine corps of
the United States who served in
the Civil War, the War with
Spain, or the Philippine Insurrection, to S25. per month. This
does not include widows of men
in the regular army. navy, or
marine corps who did not serve
jn said wars; it does not include
the widows of men of the war of
1812, the War with Mexico, the
Indian Wars, or Army Nuases,
because they are not named in
the amendment.
Applications are not required
from those entitled.
Prompt action will be taken
in the Pension Office to tmake
payment of the increased
1917, adopted

EE

nor.

3

Q

E

Duroc-Jersey-

j

.

Best Quality No. 1
Sold Head

(Oklahoma Farm to Trade
For Stock

S--

$275 per. Gwt

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

In the

Good, Solid-pac- k
WINTER

Celia Smith
Reymundo Garcia
Antonia Quintana
J. A. Lee
Ajejandro Torrcz
WÍ B. Douglott
Joit lobinsón

CHRISTIAN

CD.

ROY

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 á. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Hearn, Pastor.

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.
LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
MAPS;
Office Records,

Prompt Attention

P..J. LAÜMBACH,

J. B. LUSK

Owner.

Attorney

The Government needs Farmers as well as Fighters. 'Two
million three hundrei thousand
Acres of Oregon & California
Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title
revested in United States. To
be opened for homesteads and
sale. Containing some of best
land left in United States. Large
Copyrighted Map, showing land
by sections and description of
soil, climate, rainfall, elevations

at

Law

Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

Prompt and

to me

NEW MEXICO

ROY

SELLING OUT?

remain

letters
"ADVERTISED" for fourteon;
and if uncalled for t tl.e
end of that time, same will be',
Let-sent to the Division of Dead
ters, San Francisco California.
When calling for above letters
please say "ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due .will be
collected on any of the above

I

to

Give us your Order NOW

of Mora

April Term A I). 1918
No. 2506.

R. T. Mc Glamery

0

!

The said defendant, R. T. McGlamery
is hereby notified that u suit on Note
has been commenced against you in
District Court for the County ot Mora
State of New Mexico, by said Floerasking
sheim Mercantile Company,
judgement for the sum of One Hundred
and Twelve dollars' and twenty cents

hereafter accost of this
action, that unless you enter or cause
to be entered your appearance in said
suit on or before the J Gil i day of December A. I). llA", decree PRO
therein will bo rendered

Roy Trading
Company.
Why?
The Busy Store.
"WE BUY YOUR PRODUCE"

-- Dentist"
of Springer, N. M.. will be in
Roy
v

Spanish-America-

you.
J. B. Lusk,
Koy, New Mexico.

SOON
Kitchell" Block
to attend the Dental needs of
this community.

n

Clerk
Hy Thos. G Kain,

time.

J.

-

Hayes Real Estate Co.

L.

MILK
'

sale, fresh- W. H. GUTHMAN,
Roy, N. M.

COWS:-f- or

.

Chamberlains Cough Remedy

the Most Reliable

Aftef many years' experience in the
use of it and other coufh medicines,
there are many who prefer Chamberlain's to any other., Mrs. A. C.
Greenville, Ills., writes "Chamberlain's Cwugh Remedy has been used
irt my mother's hnmtí ' and mine for
years', and we always1 found it a quick
cure for colds and bronchial troubles.
We tind it to be the most reliable cough
medicine we have used.''

Kir-stei- n,

,

Attorney for Plaintiff.
Pedro A. Ortega,

Plenty ol mony to loan on
real estate. 9 percent long

'

CON-FESS-

.

j

His address is MILLS N.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Roy,
Office.
New Mexico.

I can loan you money on your
final receipt as easy as on your,
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but
Pure Blood Poultry.
6 percent interest.
Come in and
White and Barred PI j mouth let us talk to you about your
'
Rhode Island Reds, loan.
Rocks,
Silver'
Black Minorcas, and
J. E. Wildman, Loan and InBuy your roosters while surance Agency. Office at resi'
they aré cheap.
dence north end Chicosa St,
Solano Poultry Farm,
Rov. N. M.
Solan), N. Mex.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

$112 20 with interest
on said note, und

j

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

Floersheim Mercantile Co.

cruing

j

Cól F. O. WHITE

Cam-pine- s.

district Court

County

APPLES'
'$1.50 per Box.

.

Women and

Second Sunday in each month.
Services 11 A. M.f 7.30, P. M.

Farm of 40 acres in Dewey
County, Oklahoma, 5 miles from
Fillings,. Proofs and all
Oakwood, on Gulf & Orient, Ry. land matters.
25 acres farm land balance heavy
Also Surveys and Plats.
timber well fenced, good buildPrompt Attention
ings and well. Will sell or trade Office at Solano, New Nexico.
for good team and milk cows.
office
Inquire at

CABBA GE

"s

Mén,

BAPTIST

s.

The large assortment of Sweat
eas at Appel Co. are sure the
article wanted in Roy. Prices are
for good $1.50 up to as high as
you want to go. In all wool
Sweatets we offer a good one for
Be sure
$5.00 as high as $7.00.
to look at them.

lit

ihojsfor
C ....
-

!.

1

LETTERS
ADVEUTISKD
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,
Oct. 23 1917,
of letters
The following is i
at
Office,
reinu'minsi in the Post
Koy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to Oct. 23

letters delivered.
Win. (i. Johnson,

i"

FOR SALE:- - All my Milk Cows
?
and Cream Separator. Also a
baroffering
a
Ford Car. I am
Then you will have a
gain in all this property. See
PUBLIC SALE.
them at my ranch 3' milas west
ot Solano, 8 miles down the temperature etc., Postpaid One There's only one REAL AucDollar. Grant Lands Locating tioneer in the Country, Thats - track from Roy,
10-Jack Mills, Solano, N. M. Co. Portland, Crgon.

While They
Last

Oranges. Bananas Peaches,
Grapes and Lemons a new shipment see them at J. Appel Co.

will

Ml J V

WI0EMANJ;.GCATMiLK

Ml. pd.

30E

ROY TRADING Co.

Gaylord M Saltzgaber,
Commissioner.

Ti.o :ii.rvo

A

"

THE

.

"

m

CXC

CIJl.lt

A

NO TRESPASSING
cari and his family mean3 to
move down there soon. We will
All persons are hereby warned
miss them but are glad they will
not
to trespass on my ranch and
have the benefit of a good school
Range Lands in the breaks of
La Cinta Canyon.
PIGS FOR SALE:- - 7 suckling
Deer hunters are especially unpigs, 2 months old, weight 301bs welcome and dangerous to cattle
Price There is no land in this vicinity
Well bred
$3.50 to $5.00 at my farm.
not in private ownership.
s " Leo Wagner,
Trespassers and Hunters ' will
Roy, N. M. Rl. arrested if found on these lands.

"The One Price House"
ld

IttS

Souk Stomach
Services 2d Sunday .of each
Eat slowly, masticate your fxte thor month at 11 a. m. 8r00PM.
oly, abstain from meat for a few days
4th Sunday of each month at
There is to be a masquerade and, in most casos the sour stomach
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
party and a pie Supper at the w ill disappear. If it does not, take one
Communion service at the mornCrocket house Wednesday even- of Chamberlain's Tablets immediately
ing
service.
most
Red
meats
are
supper.
ing. Everybody is invited, and after
likely to canto sour stomach and you
PLEASANT VIEW
a good time promised to all.
may lind it bent to cut them out.
First Sunday each Month at 3,
Mr. West has gone to Tucump.m.

Ir-vi-

Department of the Interior
Bureau of Pensions.
Washington.

A

Jet Vorki winder in rtMorin health to thfMC
or loiimcü
tu'lrrinit Willi tiiliercMliwi
í
fou''' Í'lívfljf nlvflhe problem
A
f iolaniile malnuiiiiioii.
.
AT LEAD! NO DRUGGISTS

Group

If your children aré subject to croup
ret a bottle of Chambeslain Cough
Remedy, and when the attack comes
on be careful to follovvthe plain print
You will be surprisec'
ed
dire-tien-

s.

"X...

TUtí

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE

Oct. 16,

SvvJ-SW- J.

Sec 24 Twp 2N Kng25K
J
N. M. F. Meridian, has filed, notice of
intention to make three Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,

SW,

r

Repair Work

Ginnis, Attorney
&

S

Com'r at

New Mexico.

i'A'A V.MA'KRDE,

Springer

R O Y,

,

All ot l!ov N'ew Me.1 ico.
er
FAZ VALVEKDE,

Register

11-2-

He-ist-

'
a
NOTICii ; óü l'Ü LIGATION
Uepartment of Die Interior V S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

GASOLINE STA.

NEW MONSTER
NOISELESS, SAYS SWISS

Davenport Bro's.Proprietora

S. Floersheim,
Pres. Floersheim Mercantile Co. Roy

,

U

At Reasonable Rates.

1st National Bank, Amarillo, Texas.

C. E. Mc

Foster

All of Roy

Cars Housed and Caréd for

" W. II. Fuqua,

Pres.

V H

Hoy, N. N. on theiiuth dav of Nov. 1917
Cluimant ñames ua witnesses: :
John Dimness
Farl Cable
Geo. 11. Kay
Webb Kuld

and LIVERY"

Casliier

Wi-SK-

before

i

Assistant Cashier

C. R. Scott,

oy Garag e

N, M.

1st National Bank, Tucumcan,

C. L. Justice,

r&

1

Officers arid Directors
Pres.

11)17

SEJ-NW-

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

,

NUilCJi FOK FÜBL1CAT1ÜN
Depnrtment of the Interior lT.S. I.nnd
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Oct. D, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Adelina
tí. Vigil formerly Adelina Martinez
of Roy N. M- - who on May" 23,
1913 made IE NoOl.VTCífor NEJ, fJWi-SSection
Se31
35Township 19 north hiin'9 2H east
N M V Meridian, Iiks fil"d noiica of In
tontion to make '1 hree Year I'roof, to
tn the liid above
ettaM'sh
leccribed, befwo W. II. Wlco;c, U. S.
Comr, at Hoy, N. M. on the J 1th day
! i'ec. 1917
Claimant names as witftcsr.es:
Kpiianio Flores
Vi!i:l Martinez
Pablo Vijfil
Juan Paulo' Cordova

.

Notice is hereby given that George
C. Lumbof Roy N. M. who on April
16 1914 mado KE No. 011761 for
i,
EJ
See27

NEW MEX.

II. B. Jones, President

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS)
A BANK
ROY,

tot

Oct 9 1317
Notico is hereby, given that
MoUcs Vialpand of Mosipjaro, N.M.
who en. Tan. 6 11)1 made 11 K NolU7;iJ

Swiss newspaper
who 'recently visited
Kiel says the German submarines of tho Intest type are
cruisers of 2,000 or more tons,
with a radius of action of thousands of miles. At least four
have
of these new
already been built, and several
others wllPbe completed this
summer.
'

A

New Mex.

Total Resources,
$175,000.00

cone-sponde-

for

J

Section 25

NJ-N-

Town-sM-

)

Merulfinbaa
liante
iled notice of intention vo maketliree
ear proof, to establish claim to the
land r.bove described before F. .
.1. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
j.'U.e at Roy, N. M. on . Dei 4 1917
J
Claimant names as witnesses:
Fra uíícj Garcia
Fr.m jo Cruz
cruisers Jt
The submersible
have several batteries of six- - g lose Garcia y Chuvez Gcgoiio Garcia
Inch guns and three torpedo
All of Mosquero New Mexico
tubes. Their speed Is said to
on
per
J?
hour
20
over
knots
be
PAZ VALVERDE, Rcgist.br.
the surface and 12 knots sub7
merged. Each one of the vesNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
sels has a crew of more than,
100 men.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
An important feature of the
Office at Clayton, New Mex
new monster submarines Is that
Sept. 24 1917
Afthey have noiseless motors.
Notice
13 hereby given that
ter diving they move silently
Filomena Belard of Albert, N. M. who
through the water and their
n Auj,'. 23, 1912 made U. H. No. 014998
presence cannot be detected by
even
enemy
the
with
ship
Lots 3 and 4 and Hi - NwJ;
for
an
f
finest Instruments.
Section. 5 Township 20M. Hange 29E
A.
.V. M. F Meridian, has filed notice of
inteniio'n to make three Year Proof, to
POOH-BAJOINS THE ARMY jslablish claim t to the land above
described before W. II. Willcox ü S
at Hoy, New Mexico, on
Oandberg Held Nearly Every Offlca in Comr.
F917
23,
Nov.
Wooed
War
Hit Town, But
Him.
Claimant names as witnesses:
2HE NMP.

ISN

!

Interest Paid on Time Depesits.

11-1-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO (
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i
COUNTY OF MORA,

The Roy Drug Store

County of Mora

In the District Court,

April Term A.

Q. 1918

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent .. Medicines

No. 2501

George H. Ray,
Plaintiff,
vs

FÁIRVIEW PHARMACY

In the District Court,

Floersheim Mercantil Co.

(

vs.
,

Perodicals and Stationery

Mrs. G. W. Freeman,

George Maestas,
And the unknown claimants of
Interests adverse to plaintiff in
the premise herein described,
,

Defendant.
To the above named defendants:
You and each of you are hereby
ntifiod that a suit to quiet title has
been commenced against you in the
district court of Mora, New Mexico, to
to- the following described real estate,

The said defendant, Mrs. íí. W.
Freeman, is heteby notified that a sat
on accoun c has been commenced agaim t
you in the District Court fortheCoun-- 1
ty of Mora, State of New Mexico, by
said, Floersheim Mercantile Company,
asking judgement for the sum of One
Hundred Sixty One dollars and fifty
cents $161.50 wi th interest thereon
and costs of this action that unless you
enter or cause to be entered your ap
pearance in said suit ou or before the
15th, day of December A. D. 1917, decree PRO CONFESSO therein will be
x
rendered, against you.
K.
J. B. Lusk, ..

'Kodaks and Eastman Supplies

e,

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
C. Ü.

Stboko. County Trewurer

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are beingj
.straightened out and we are also preparedl
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.J
í

All

Matters entrusted to us rtisimtnhed with Promptness and Accuroy
Your Business Ktsiiectfully Solicited

FOUND

T'yi.

""(..

Prehii-tori-

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

and

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PII0XE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mill?, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines
Roy City Exchange,
Efficient Service- -

intermediate-points-

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00.
MEALS Served at

.

Rural-Communi-

ty

eon-necte- dr

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

iunu) battiefii'li!.'-'-

The Home Restaurant

Ena

AH

Roy, NcvvKMexico

Over Europe Famous

by the War

Trespass Notice

Chamberlain's Tablets

Tirs is to warn all persons
that Hunting, cutting firewood
and all other forms of trespass
upon any of my ranches is posi
"When sutfering from attacks of indiforbidden by me and I
gestion and heaviness after eating one tively
have
win prosecute any ana an
or two of Chamberlain's Tablets
under Section 39, Statalways relieved me; I have also found
them a pleasant laxative." These tab utes of New Mexico who are
lets tone up the stomach and ei.ablg it found trespassing in any
n
f
to perform its functions naturally.
my
lands.
any
of
you are troubled with indigestiou give
have had more or less stomach
trouble for eight years," writes Mrs.
Y.
1Í. Smith, Brewerton, N.
G.

"I

ires-passe-

rs

man-ner'o-

J

T. E. MITCHELL,

Albert, N. M.

The awakened American nation has determined to bear its share
in this war without disturbing its educational system or delaying the
training of those young men and women not now in active service,
but who the nation will need and must have READY FOR EFFICIENT' SERVICE as the war goes on, and when peace is restored.
lu step with this patriotic program

The University of New Mexico
'

"

At Albuquerque
Has taken tho lead in the movement for greater educational efficiency during the war. With additional buildings, increased equipment, stronger faculty, your State University is now ready to do moro
and give more than ever before in timn.Jn equipment, in effort, that
the young men and women of New Mexico may have the opportunity
to prepare to GIVE BETTER THAN THE AVERAGE IN SERVICE
TO STATE AND NATION.
efficiency system,
The University, in initiating this new
will open this year on Monday, October 1st, instead of In August, an'
llinePlOllt!ls working
heretofore, and instead of the
period, the University, plant will he in full operation, with every
t
course complete; in winter and summer, spring and fall, for
weeks In each year." Educational equipment and Universiiy
service will meet the necessities of the student so that every young
man and woman in this Btate not actively under the colors, who ha
the wish and will to. acquire an education, may do so.
There is ample time for YOU to enter this year. Write today for
details to David R. Boyd, President, Albuquerque, N.. M.
war-tim-

Economics.

The experts declare that If a lot
3f potatoes Is not uniform It Is often
vorth while to sort them and. use the
large ones with roast meats or at
.ither times when the oven need no
i)o specially heated and save th( small
Dues for times when quIoU cooking is
More convenient.

...

GERMANS GET BOGUS PAPERS

Universities Have Been Closed

Short Orders
fr.F. ARNETT Prop'r.

Regular Meals

.

e

forty-eigh-

Kury of British, Drive Made Jmpossl-- ble tó Continue Publication of
the Genuine. .

j

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
Sept 24. 1917.
Notice is hereby giv-- n that James
M Gordon of Roy N. M. who on Nov.
22, 1913' made H. E. No. 0171.13 for
SEJ Sec. 21 Twp 21N. ling 27E. N. M.
F Meridian, has tiled notice of intention to make Three Year Froof, to estab
libh claim to the land above described
before F.II. Foster U. S. Conin.isioner
at his ofiice in Hoy, Newlexico, on
Nov 24, .1L17
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joseph Wright
Ben Stewart
Ocie Carnin
L. A. Canncn

test

New Mexico
PAZ VAJ VERL.E

ro;''stci

3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION .
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Oct. 17 l'J!7.
Notice is hereby gicn that
Walter Hill of Mosquero New
1913 made H. E. Nos,
'lio on July
015038 ai d 015571 foi SE1; Lots 5.6 Sec
6, Lots 1, 2 S.7 T, 18N. R. 28E. N.M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten1 hi ce
tion to make
Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described before F' II Foster U S
Commissioner at his office at Roy,' N.
M on Dec 14 917
, Claimant names
as witnesses:
George Perry of Solano N. M.
L. N,
J. M. Coidell
Andres Trnjillo of Mosquero N. M.
TAZ VALVERDE, Register.

2d

Dwse

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

London. War papers issued by
German armies nt the front are bringing high prices. Tho fury of the British drive has made it Impossible to
continue their publication and scarcity
of numbers Issued hns resulted In as
high as 300 murks (00) being offered
for a single copy.
Printers throughout the empire art
working on counterfeit reproductions,
many of which are so near the original that it Is' impossible, to tell them
apart. Although warnings have' been
given not to buy the bogus copies,
thousands are being sold as original?
throughout the country.

One of the

Arguello

Itegister

11-- 3

11--

'

London. An Auíd rallan soldier digging a trench in France 'found u
strangely eliljiped knob of Hint and
fastened to it a strong handle, thus
converting It into a knobfeerry, which
he always carried l:i his licit. Ho
used It to cratk Gemían lur.ds lu
tivuch raids.
he brought It to England ilu"
interest of'untiquiiaus was attracted
by the flint.. Investigations and comparisons resulted i:i authorities agree-Inthat It was a war weapon of Uk
Stone Age, used (ben In exactly the
saiiie manner as the Australian was
jslng it In 1017 and showing that lu
ihe Stone Age men fought over the

Mcton.no

l

All of T.oy

,..v,..n.'

4,"'"

AW

All of Albert New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,

?

--

J.F.ARNETT

Household

Club Head Ú:ed in

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

Now under Management of

Getting Contentment.
I've been n great deal hoppler since
I hare given up thinking about what
easy ami pleasant, and being disi
contented because I couldji't have my
own VIM." Out life is determined for
us. and it makes the mind very free
when we dive up wishing and onlj
think of hearing what Is laid upon us
ind doing what is given us to do.
Scorge Dior.

WEAPON

AGE

Simi,na

Flint D.ij Up, In Trench Found to Bi

Roy Telephone Co.

The Southwestern
Hotel

tf.

h,

berg of The Folks enlisted the other
day with Company E of Skowhegan,
which Is now doing guard duty, he up- set the entire officialdom of the town.
He was principal of the high school,
assistant postmaster, chairman of the
board of selectmen, superintendent of
schools, notary public, tax collector
and game warden.
V
But patriotism overcame all these
honors, and he walked out of all these
official robes to help Uncle Sam In his
scrap with, the kaiser.
The Folks la not a largo place, having about 200 residents and a valuation of about $300,000. It Is lurgely a
lumbering community and is fifty
miles southeast of Skowhegan, vln
Somerset county. Sandberg was not
the whole town, but as shown by the
honors conferred upon him, ho was :i
real somebody in tliti community.
STONE

.

41

.T

WE HAVE A HEAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Floersheim Store.

them a trial, get well and stay well.

Taylor, jr., Absructo

Mora, New Mexico

o,

Mrs. Smith Recommends

Tom J.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

.

-

-

H

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Southwest quarter of the southeast
quarter amTthe south half of the souin
went, ntiarter of section thirty-threand the southeast quarter of the south
in
Roy, New Mexico
oast ouarter of section thirty-twAttorney for Plaintiff.
township twenty, north range twenty
five east, N. M, P. M., containing 160
Pedro A. Ortega
i acres; that unless you enter or cause
Clerk.
to be entered your appearance in the
By Ths. G. Kain
said cause on or before the lMh.dayof
Dere.mber. 1917. iudgmen: will be taken
ncainst VOU bv drfault..' Plaintiff's
Suits for Men and Boys at
ftt.tornev is Charles W. G. Ward, post
Las
Appel Co.
East
address
J.
business
and
office
Vegas, New Mexico.
Pedro A. Ortega,
Clerk
FOR SALE:- - 3 good young
By Thos, G. Kay
work mules. See F. E. Ivey at
' Deputy,
11-24

.

Oct. 17

1917

Notice is hereby given that
Fred Sisson of Roy N M who on July
201914 maiJe'HENo 01S120 for
NEi-SE- i
Sec. 22 and SWJ-NW1
NVf-SW- ,
Section 23 Township 19N ltange L'6E NMPMeridinnhas
filed notice of intention to mal Final
Three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Foster U H Cimmisicner
i
o.T:ce at Roy, N. M., on Lie. IDth B17
Claimant names as witnesses:
V. H.'GuthiKan
Clarence Lell'lci-I- I.
M, West
Jack Smith
SE1-NE-

i,

i,

1

o a Home

160 Acres three miles north cf
Uoy, jn good community. .Rich
soil arid shallow water district.
Good wheat land. $1(X00 an acre

Al! of Roy, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Hew They Look lo Utis
Vi'e have no

quarrel with men wh.

glassi's. fioil bless
Terms if desired. Business lot flear
'em, we're extravagantly I'mul of the
purchaser
of
the
to
Roy
free
in
most of them! We oannot refrain.
homestead. Address
MioiigTtrwi remarkiag tliat the aver-ig- "
horn-rimme-

2Uf

ffpeci
fat man with
uiii:s like til.1 advvnee i;:'iit for file
Juno bugs ! r.uiTab Evening Ncns.
huni-riimne- d

American Land Company,
Tucumcari, N. Mex.
2

THE RPANISH AMFRICAN
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HEART OF THE SUNSET
By Rex Beach

EDITS FIRST JERUSALEM DAILY

Mar Ittamar Ben Avl, editor of
the first dally paper ever published in
Jerusalem, and properly a Hebrew papel?
the Jerusalem Haov recently
Copyright by Harp
tt Brothers
visited Boston. It might be well to explain that "Mar" means "Mr."
Think of It. If If Mar Ittamar
CHAPTER XV Continued.
"Please! After I've decided what Impulse, and, Just as Alalre bade him very bright as she said : "I wonder how Ben Avl's enterprise had flourished
15
to do once I feel that I enn control good night, clumsily sought to force I have managed to live with you as 1017 years ago ; and If It had kept pace
"Dream-manmyself bitter I'll send for you. But an explanation.
she murmured.
long os I have. I knew you were weak, with the current events of that period
As consciousness
returns after a you must promise not to come until
"See here !" he shot at her. "What's nasty so I was prepared for some- In Jerusalem, how much of mind specswoon, so did realization return to then, for you would only make It the matter with you lately?" He saw thing
like this. But I never thought ulation, personal and national animosAlalre Austin. Faintly, uncertainly at harder."
that he had startled her, and that she you weie a downright criminal until r ity, fruitless controversy and trouble
first, then with a swift, strong effort,
At last be took her hand and kissed made an effort to collect her wandergenerally It would have saved the
"Criminal? Hot!"
she pushed herself out of Dove's reluc- her wrijc, Just over her pulse, as if ing thoughts.
d
"You're about as warm
"How about that Guzman affair? world providing Herod did not
tant anus. They stood apart, fright- to speed a message to her heart, then and wifely as a stone Idol."
himself In the use of a ruthless
You can't go much lower, Ed, and you
ened. Dave's gaze was questioning. Into her rosy palm he whispered a
r
and perverse censorship.
"Am I any different to what I have can't keep me here with you."
Alalre begun to tremble and to struggle
something that thrilled her.
However, as Jerusalem Is again
always beer.?"
"I can't keep you, eh?" he growled.
with her breath.
She stood white, motionless, against
"Humph
You haven't beeh exactly "Well, perhaps not. I suppose you've passing through a crisis In Its history
"Are we mad?" she gnsped. "What th. dim Illumination of the porch until sympathetic of late. Here I come home got enough
on me to secure a divorce, and as It Is likely to become of more
have we done?"
of more Internahe .iad gone, and not until the last sick, and you treat me like one of the but I can air some of your dirty linen. political Importance
"There's no uRe fighting. It was sound of his motor had died away did help. Don't you think I hove feejlngs? Oh, don't look like that! I mean It! tional Importance than ever after the
was bound to come out. Oh, she stir. Then she pressed her own Jove I I'm lonesome."
Didn't you spend a night with David war, It is well that it should have so
tere It
Hps to the palm he had caressed and
Alalre regarded him speculatively, Law?" He leered at her unpleasantly, comprehensive and capable a Journal
"Don't l" She shook her head, and, walked slowly to her room.
then shook her head as If In unswer to then followed a step as she drew back. ist as Ittamar lien Avl to chronicle the events and the news. For he believes
avo. ling Mis outstretched hands, went
some thought
that Palestine has a new message to give the world, and flat It la destlnnd
"Don't you touch me!" she cried.
to tile edge of the veranda and leaned
CHAPTER XVI
In an obvious and somewhat too mel
A flush .was deepening Ed's purpls to play a large and Important pnrt, not only in the future history of the Jews,
weaKly against a pillar, with her head
low effort to be friendly, Ed continued : cheeks; his voice was peculiarly bru- but In the future progress of humanity.
In the crook of her arm.
Dave folThe Crash.
"Don't let's go on like this, Alalre. You tal nnd throaty as he said : "The deHe is an ardent Zionist and he believes that out of the success of Zionlowed her, but the words he spoke
The several days following Dave's blame me for going away so much, but cree isn't entered yet, and so long as ism will come not only a regenerated Jewish nation, but a force that will
were scarcely intelligible.
unexpected call at Las Palmas Alalre when I'm home I feel like an Inter- you are Mrs. Austin I have rights. Yes, react in a fine way on the Intellectual world.
Finally she raised her face to his: spent In a delightful
reverie. She had loper. You treat me like a
nnd I intend tox exercise them. You've
He may be a dreamer, as his father, Ben Zehuda, was, and as HerzJ was;
"No
It Is useless to deny It now so often wrestled with the question
"I'm sorry. I've tried to be every- mode me Jealous, and " He made to but os the drenms of both these men were being realized when the war broke
of
that we know. But I didn't know, un- divorce that she had begun to weory thing I should.
I'm the Interloper."
encircle her with his arms, nnd was out, Ittamar Ben Avl believes thnt their dreams and his 'own will be fully
til a moment ago."
of It She gave up trying, at length,
half successful, but when Alalre felt realized when the war Is over that the war will prove to be the thing neces"Nonsense!
we
got
only
along
If
"I've known all the time ever since and for the time being rested content
together as well as we seem to from the the heat of bis breath in her face, a sary to the full fruition of these drenms.
the first moment I snw you," he told In the knowledge
that she loved and outside, It wouldn't be bad at all. But sick loathing sprang up within her,
her, hoarsely. "To me you're all there was loved. A week passed
while she you're too severe. You seem to think nnd, setting her back against the wall,
Is; nothing else matters. And you love hugged her thoughts to her breast,
and a man should be perfect. Well, none she sent htm reeling. Whether she
me ! I wonder If I'm awake."
MRS. L0N6W0RTH DOING HER "BIT"
then one evening she rode home to of us are, and I'm ne worse than the struck him or merely pushed him away,
"Dream-man,she repeated, more learn
Ed bad returned from San majority. Why, I know lots of fellows she never knew, for during the instant
that
slowly. "Oh, why did you come so
immmm mm mmmm
Antonio.
who forget themselves and do things of their struggle she was blind with Inlater
Two daughters of
But Ed was 111, and he did not ap- they shouldn't, but they don't mean dignation nnd fury. IYofltlng by her
"So later
Roosevelt nre vhowlng their
Theodore
pear at dinner. It had been years nnythlng by
it They have wives and ndvantage, she dodged pnt him, fled to
"Yes. We must think It out, the
colors; they are not allowing all the
BablBBtek
mmm
since either had dared Invade the oth- homes to go to when It's all over. But her room, and locked herself In.
est way we can. I wonder what you
glory to fall to the share of the three
er's privacy, and now. Inasmuch as her have I? You're as glad to see me as
She heord him muttering profanely;
think of me?"
brothers, Theodore,
Quentin,
and
not
did
send
her,
husband
for
Alalre If I had smallpox. Maybe we've made heard him approach her chamber more
"You must know. There's no need
Archie, who are now in France. Mrs.
to offer her services as a mess of things, but married Ufe Isn't than once, then retire uncertainly, but
did
presume
not
for excuses ; there's nothing to explain,
Nicholas Longworth, who as Alice
nurse. As a matter of fact, she con- what young girls think It Is. A wife she knew him too well to be nfrnld.
except the mlrncle that such grfcat
Roosevelt was the most popular girl
unnecessary, for she must learn to give and take."
quite
sidered
this
Later that night she wrote two lethappiness could come to a fellow like
In the White House since Dolly Madisure that he was either suffering
felt
ters
one
to
Ellsworth,
Judge
othei
the
"I've given. What have I taken?"
me."
son, has turned her home In CincinSKnSP
s
customary
a visit to she asked him In a voice
the
of
Dove
to
Law.
"Happiness?
that quivered.
It means anything but
nati over to the Red Cross for war
else that he lacked the
or
city
the
Ed made an Impatient gesture. "Oh,
that. I was miserable enough before,
relief work. The war has had a somoral courage to undertake an explaSanchez
to
Jose
rode
Morales
the
what shall I do now?"
don't be so literal I I mean that, since
bering effect on the original and dari'
of his hurried flight from the
nation
yjM
feeling
some
house
concern
over the
Hsir
"Why, readjust your life," he cried,
we're man and wife, It's up to you to
ing daughter of Theodore Roosevelt,
In either event she was glad
roughly. "Surely you won't hesitate ranch.
be a little more broad-gaug- e
your summons that took him tblther. He
In
who, In her reign In the White House,
he kept to his room.
wondered
could
what
Induced
have
views."
after this?"
attracted general attention, no less for
Longorlo
to
General
When
many
Austin made his appearance,
forsake his
But Alalre did not seem to bear him.
"In other words, you want me to IgIndependence of manner and scorn
her
She was staring out into the night on the day following his return, his nore your conduct Is that It? I'm Important duties In order to mnke the
of conventional rules as for the charm
eyes', his puffy, pasty cheeks,
long
; surely
trip
from
Nuevo
Pueblo
bleared
again. "What n failure I must bel"
afraid we can't argue that, Ed."
of her unusual costumes.
It could be due to no lack of zenl on
she murmured, finally. "I suppose I his shattered nerves, showed plainly
"All right; don't let's try to argue
In London, where the society of the
should have Been this coming, but I
It," he laughed, with what he consid- his (Jose's) port No! The
English capital lionized her, she was
himself
flattered
had
he
that
didn't. And In his house, tool This
ered an admirable show of magnanimhailed as the most daringly free
dress is his, and these Jewels everyity. "I hate arguments, anyhow; I'd made a very good spy Indeed ; that he
young, woman who had ever been adhad been Longorlo's eyes and ears so
thing!" She held up her hands nnd
much rather have a
t
kiss."
mitted to the Inner circles. She de
as
Nor
permitted.
far
circumstances
stared curiously at the few rings she
clined to wear a wedding ring, smoked cigarettes, and declared that a cockBut when he stooped over her Alalre did
he feel that he had been lax In tail was not necessarily an
wore, as If seeing them for the first
held him off and turned her head. making his reports,
instrument of evil. Today she Is one of the most
for through Rosa
time. "How does that make you feel?"
"No !" she said.
workers In the Red Cross, giving of her time, her energy, and her
he had written the general several ardent
Dave stirred ; there was resentment
money.
"You haven't kissed me for "
lengthy letters, and Just for good measIn his voice when he answered : "Your
Mrs. Richard Derby, the former Ethel Roosevelt, has served
"I don't wish to kiss you."
ure these two had conjured up sundry In Her sister,
husband has sacrificed bis claim to
"Don't be silly," he insisted. "Come,
France as a Red Cross nurse, going over with her husband, Doctor Derby,
Imaginary happenings to prove beyond
you, as everybody knows. To my mind
at the beginning of the war. Doctor Derby had charge of a Red Cross unit
now, I want a kiss."
doubt that Señora Austin was miser- and together
he has lost his rights. Yon're mine,
the young couple worked in their mission of mercy. Mrs,
him
Alalre
thrust
strongly,
back
nnd
ably unhappy with her husband, and
mina!" He waved a vigorous gesture
Derby
been
back twice since her first trip over and the pitfalls of the
has
saw
he
that
her
face had whitened. ready to welcome such a dashing lover
of defiance. "I'll take you sway from
ocean do not seem to daunt the valiant daughter of Colonel Roosevelt.
Oddly
enough,
anher
stubbornness
Longorlo.
as
him at any cost. I'll see that he gives
Therefore Jose could not
gered him out of all reason, and he for the life of him Imagine
you up, somehow. You're a'l I have."
wherein
begnn
a
harsh
remonstrance.
But he he had been remiss. Nevertheless, he
"Of, course the law provides a way,
halted when she cried:
was uneasy, and he hoped that nothing
WAR SECRETARY'S BOYHOOD
but you wouldn't, couldn't, understand
"Walt! I must tell you something, had occurred to anger his general.
how I feel about divorce." The mere
Ed. It's all over, and has been for a
But Longorlo, when he arrived at the
mention of the word was difficult, and
long time. We're going to end It."
Newton D. Bnker, secretary of
meeting-place- ,
was not In a bad humor.
caused Alalre to clench her hands.
"End It?"
Having sent Rosa away on seme er- war, got his first military experience
"We're both too shaken to talk sanely
"We can't go on living together. Why rand, he turned to Jose with a
now, so let's wait "
flashing when he accepted the office President
should
we?"
Wilson Offered him. He never even
smile, and sold:
"There's something you must under"So? Divorce? Is that It?"
"Well, my good friend, the toe has played with tin soldiers when he was
stand before we go any further," Dave
Alalre nodded.
a boy. He was always peaceable. His
come."
Insisted. "I'm poor; I haven't a thing
1" Ed was dum- "Well,
I'll
be
d
d
own
mother, Mrs. Mary D. Baker,
Now
I can coll my own, so I'm not sure I
Jose had no faintest Idea what
founded.
"Isn't this rather sudden?" the general was talking about but to sayn so.
flave any right to take you away from
he managed to inquire.
"I hate war," the mother Of the
be called the good friend of so Illustriill this." He turned a hostile eye upon
"Oh, no. You've suggested It more ous a person was flattering.
their surroundings.
He nod war chief said, "but I wouldn't have
than once."
a son who would hesitate to fight for
ded decisively.
"Money means so little, and It's so
"I thought you didn't believe In di
hli country."
"Yes, beyond doubt," he agreed.
easy to be happy without it," Alalre
vorces couldn't stomach 'em? What's
Another son, Capt. Frank H. Baker,
The general laid an affectionate hand
told him. "But I'm not altogether poor.
happened ?"
"Dream Manl" 8he Murmured.
upon Jose's shoulder. "The first time Is on his way back to his post In Paris.
Of course everything here Is Ed's, but
"I have changed my mind."
I saw you I said : There's a boy after Her husband was a noncommissioned
I have enough.
All my life I've had enough how ho had spent his
time. Al"Humph ! People don't change their my own heart. I shall
everything except the very thing you though he was Jumpy,
learn to love officer in the Confederate cavalry, and
and Irritable, he minds In a minute," he cried angrily.
Jose,
that
put
I
and
offer and how I've longed for that! seemed
him in the 13 of her cousins served in the Civil
shall
determined by an assumption "Is there some other man?"
way of his fortune.' Well, I have not war.
How I've envied other people
Do you of high spirits and
exaggerated friendNow Ed Austin had no faintest idea changed my mind, and
"Nonsense! No!" she said when
think I'll be allowed, somehow, to have liness to avert
the time is
criticism. Since Alalre that his wife would unswer in the affircome. You are going to help me and I askel if she thought her son, Newton
It?"
spared him all reproaches, his efforts mative, for he had long ago learned to
D., would be the next president
"I
am going to help you."
"Yes! I've something to say about seemed to meet with
admirable suc- put Implicit confidence In her, and her
Jose Sanchez thrilled with elation don't think he wants it. The only
that. You gave me the right when cess. Now Ed's opinion of
women was Ufe had been so open that he could
from head to foot This promised to person who Is confident he'll be the
you gave that kiss."
not high, for those with whom he ha- not Imagine that It held a double Inbe the greatest day of his Ufe, and he next president is his old black
Alalre shook her head. "I'm not so bitually associated were
of small In- terest. Therefore her reply struck him
mammy down In Virginia.
Newton has aged in the last year. There are
felt that he must be dreaming.
sure. It seems easy now, while you telligence; and, seeing
that his wife speechless.
He always had such a
"You haven't tired of Rosa, eh? Yoo Unes In bis forehead which were not there before,
ire here, but how will It seem later? continued to manifest a complete In"Yes, Ed," she said quietly. "There still wish to marry her?" Longorlo
I'm In no condition at this minute to difference to his past actions, he dewas boyish appearance.
Is another man."
"I don't w.)rry about my boys, though. They can all take care of themInquiring.
reason. Perhaps, as you say, It Is all cided that his apprehensions had been
It was like her not to evade. She
"Yea. But of course I am a poor selves."
a dream; perhaps this feeling I have groundless.
If Alalre remembered the had never lied to him.
Mrs. Bake-- , though seventy-five- ,
hasn't a gray hair In her head. "That's
man."
Is Just a passing frenzy."
Guzman affair at nil, or If she had susmouth opened; his reddened
Ed's
my boys are so good," she explained.
because
so.
I
shall
"Just
Dave laughed softly, confidently. pected him of complicity In It, time had
to
attend
that
"
eyes protruded. "Well
he stam- Now we come to the object of my
"It's too new yet for you to unde- evidently dulled her suspicions, and he
visit
mered. "Well !" Then after a moment : Jose, I proposed to
y
make you rich
witch-ffrenzy,
wait.
Is
rstandbut
It
was a little sorry he had taken pains "Who Is It, the greaser or the cowenough In one day so that you can
yes, and more. Tomorrow, and to stay away so long.
COMMANDS REGIMENT IN FRANCE
boy?" He laughed loudly, disagree- marry."
ivory day after. It will grow and grow
many
days, however, he
Before
ably. "It must be one or the other, for
(TO BB CONTTNTTHD.)
and grow I Trust me, I've watched It
that this Indifference of hers you haven't seen any men except them.
Col. George D. Duncan, now on acb myself."
was not assumed, and that In some Another man ! Well, you're cool about
Sulphur and Rheumatism.
"So you cared for me from the very way or other she had changed.
tive detail, was born In Kentucky,
Ed It"
One of England's most distinguished
October 10, 1861, and appointed to the
first?" Alalre questioned. It was the was accustomed, when he returned ex"I am glad you know the truth."
physicians has just reported a valuable
Military academy from that state In
woman's curiosity, the woman's hunger hausted from a debauch, to seeing In
Muttering to himself, Ed made a piece of Information that he learned
1882.
In 1886 he was commissioned
io hear over and over again that truth his wife's eyes a strained misery; he short excursion
around the room, then from a gossipy old lady who was adwhich never falls to thrill and yet had learned to expect In her bearing paused before
a second lieutenant in the Ninth inhis wife with a sneer on dicted to the habit of giving medical
never fully satisfies.
fantry, and has served continuously
a sort of pitying, hopeless resignation. his Hps. "Did it ever occur to you that advice to her acquaintances, says the
"Oh, even before that, I think ! When But this time she was not In the least I might object?" he
In that arm of the service.
demanded.
Los Angeles Times. She gave some of
you came to my fire that evening In depressed. On the contrary, she apColonel Duncan was recently reAlalre eyed him scornfully. "What this advice to one of the learned physithe chaparral, I knew every Une of peared happier, fresher, and younger right have you to object?"
leased
from detail to the general staff
cian's patients who was suffering from
your face, every Movement of your than he had seen her for a long time.
corps to Join one of the Infantry regiEd could not restrain a malevolent rheumatism In the hands, suggesting
body, every tone of your voice, as a It was mystifying. When, one morn- gleam of curiosity. "Say,
ments to be sent to the FreDoh front,
who Is it! that the patient "put sulphur In her
man knows and recognizes his Ideal. ing, he overheard her singing In her Ain't I entitled to know
and Is now on the field at the head of
that nrachr stockings." The patient took the adBut It tors: time for me to realize all room, he was shocked. Over this phe- As Alalre remained silent,
a regiment of regulars.
he let hit vice and the rheumatism In the hands
that you meant to me."
Colonel Duncan Is an exceedingly
nomenon he meditated with growing eyes rove over her with a klpd of angry disappeared; also a silver
ornament
Alalre nodded. "Yes, and It must amazement and a faint stir of resent- appreciation. "You're pretty enough
active officer and maintains a wonderto worn on the patient's wrist turned
have been the same with me." She ment In his breast, tor he lived a
stampede any man," he admitted. black.
ful control of his men. He first dismet his eyes frankly, but when he
tinguished himself In the Philippine
life, considering himself the Tes, and you've got money, too. Til
reached toward her she held him awav. pivot upon which revolved all the af- bet it's the Ranger.
islands, where, after serving for two.
Huh!
We're
Suns,
Smaller
"No, dear. Not yet, not again, not fairs of his little world. To feel that tarred with the same stick."
years in the field, he was In 1900 apMr. Orlmsonbeak Do you think
until we have the light. It would be he had lost even the power to make
"You don't really bellere that," ah our baker is intemperate?
pointed chief of scouts, In which cabetter for us both If yoo Trent away his wife unhappy argued that he had told him, sharply.
pacity he did creditable work.
Tea,
Mr. Orlmsonbeak
"Why not? You've had enough
General Pershing and Colonel Dunoverestimated his Importance.
"Too
bad."
"No, no ! Oh, I have so much to say !
can have long been close friends, the
At length, having sufficiently recovI don't see anything of you.
"Well, there Is some hope.
Ton
I've been dumb all my life, and you've ered his health to begin drinking again, Well. I was a fool to trust you."
know he is cutting down the ala of commanding general having recognized the worth of his subordinate when
st opened mr Hps."
Alaire'8 eyes war very dark tad his buna now,"
he yielded one evening to an alcoholic
thtf were serving in the Philippines together.
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It is poor economy to

money by substituting something inferior,
but wouldn't you like to
6ave on cost if you could
get something better ?
You can get a better roof
for less money if you put
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"Baking Powder Breads of corn and
other coarse flours are recommended"
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"Dear, I almost try. Ho was sailing a toy boat. They
SS
dread meeting11 never knew Just how It happened
CREAM
1
was
only
him.
nurse
with
the
her. I know
on
Helen felt her tense Interest and
be prejudiced."
"Why? d e unspoken questions, but she snrana
'
manded Warren from discussing the child. As tney
crisply, as they turned bock into the bedroom, Mrs.
delicious muffins,
paused by the window, nerv
strolled on Dawson
through the list ously pulling at the shade cord.
NUT BREAD
CORN MEAL MUFFINS
Those portraits were In this room,
Soar
less quiet of a
IS enps rraham
14
"P eorn mail
level teaapoona Sr. Prloo'i Baklnf Powdaf
cups Sour
after but I couldn't bear that so. I hung
1
Sunday
aalt
laapoona
Before its merits were recogVi teaspoon salt
Perhaps I shouldn't
"Kvery- - them In there.
noon.
IK oupa milk and water
4 level teaspoons Dr. Prist's Baking Fowls
cup turar or corn tvrnp
nized, roll roofing was regarded
body says she's a Rpeak of It, It may neem very selflsh
Ublelpooni sugar
1 cup chop pad nuts (not too Ins) or 1 enf
I
at a more or less temporary roof
mighty fine worn- - but I want so much to hang the one or
1 cup milk
raisins, washed and floured
Mrs. Dawson down in the back par-but now CERTAIN-TEE- D
t tablespoons shortening
n."
Klx togethsr floor, baklnf powder and ult; add milk
Ma.be) BarDort Dmat
and water, tugar or cora syrup and nutmeata or
"Rii it't been lor with the other family portraits. I
has demonstrated that it is not
Klx thoronghly dry tngrealtntsi tii milk ana nsltel
raialnt.
Put Into (retted lotf pan, allow to itand
i
Dawson,
but
Mr.
to
ask
can't
bear
waithave
might
greaseft
moderate ovta
SO
They
barely a year!
only a most durable roof, but
minutes In warm plaoe. Bass
shortening and beat veil. Baie la
milla
you
minutes.
to
46
40
long
do
so
oven
minuta,
St
hot
known
you've
la
about
thera
tina
ed a little longer."
also thi most efficient roof.
"What for? If he's lonely and wllh think it would hurt him?"
Our rax, whitt and blue booklet, "Beet War Time Reclpee" containing additional limilar recipe, tent
"Oh, I don't know," faltered nelen
that big barn of a house why should
It is economical to buy, inexfree on requeit. Addrete Dept. W, 1001 Independence Boulevard, Chicago
he wait? Just to satisfy a few cack- In embarrassed surprise.
pensive to lay and costs practi"It fairly haunts me I can't bear
ling old women."
cally nothing to maintain. It is
Actively Employed.
Answered.
"Oh, I know," conceded Helen, "but to go in thnt room. She she must
Has a Job He Can't Quit.
light weight, clean, sanitary, fire- have been very beautiful."
you employed at present?"
looking disconso"Are
don't
The
help
was
you
motorist
I
If
can't
Gnrry
Jim
believes
that
but"
weather-tighretardent and
t.
"That was painted when they were like a Job, quit the Job. Jim enlisted lately at bis car that lay helpessly on
"Yes, sir; lookln' for work." Bos
"Now see here, we're calling on the
i
"She in the Sixth regiment and soldiered Its side oS) (he border of a small plow- ton Transcript.
new Mrs. Dawson get those ideas out first married," unguardedly.
used
is
preferable
as
the
now
It
of your head. Dawson was mighty didn't look like that"
for 17 days, when he got leave to go ed field. It had obviously skidded off
type of roof for office buildings,
"Oh, she didn't?" turning eagerly. home. A few days later the Sixth got the road.
.
good to his first wife, and his marrying
$100 Reward, $100
factories, hotels, stores, wareof the genial
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly InfluPresently a passer-bagain is nobody's business but his own. "Was she much different?"
back Jim's uniform, and the whole
by constitutional conditions,
it
houses, garages, farm buildings,
The picture of Mrs. Dawson as Hel outfit. A note accompanied It. It kind that will usk senseless questions enced
Hold up, Isn't this the house?'
therefore requires constitutional treatetc., where durability is debrownstone, en knew her was very different from read :
came along.
ment. HALL'S CATAHKH MEDIC1NB
It was a four-stortaken Internally and acts through tha
CERTAIN-TEE- D
manded.
"Hello! Have you had an acci- IsBlood
with a sauure bay window, a stone this idealized portrait or ner youm
"I've thought It over and decided I
on the Mucous Surfaces of the Sysdescription
a
knew
frnnk
She
that
is guaranteed for 5, 10 or 15
tem. HALLS CATAKHH MEDICINE
balustrade and an air of substantial
don't want to be a soldier. So I quit dent?"
destroys
foundation of the disease,
Jealousy,
would ease this young bride's
t
"No," returned the exasperated mo- gives the the
years, according to thickness (1,
dienltv
t
now. 51y outfit Is on the wuy."
patient strength by Improving
nor.
give
sne
iiatierpii
lone,
it.
couia
car,
bought
vaara
new
the
hut
a
lntn
Tho
general
"I've
and assists nature In
health
you
torist.
Just
the
2 or 3 ply.)
Rut the soldier's Job Is one Job
orgive me l snouiun i nave nss.eu. enn't quit when you wont to. So Jim so I brouffht the old one out to bury doing its work. $100.0 for any case of
"í
parlor with Its cen- -.
front
CATARRH
...
.
that HALL'S
"
J I i. I,
(lot u pickaxe and Catarrh
Certain-tee- d
ter chandelier, marble mantel ana tfut you enn i Know now imru u
MKDICINB falls to cure.
Is back in the ranks, trying to like it. it In this field,
Druggists 76c. Testimonials frpe.
feel always that I've only a second
shovel In your pocket you could lend
heavy black walnut furniture
Toledo News-Bee- .
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio,
every
was
Paints and Varnishes
He's
first.
she
place
that
me?" Answers.
The last time they bad been In that
anyone
never
was
room was at the funeral. The cqffln thing to me, there
are made for all
Smile on wash day. That's when yon use
Explained.
had stood In the back parlor, Just be else in my life but there has been Red Crom Ban Blue. Clothes whiter than
Distant
"There is meat in everything thnt
uses and in all
All
grocers.
Adv.
that."
forget
now.
can't
I
In
his.
yond the folding doors. Helen could
"Is your wife hard to please?"
advertising man writes."
colors. With paint,
Helen was conscious of a curious
see It now the lusterless black cloth,
"I don't know ; I have never reached
"Then no wonder he comes so high."
Way.
One
Than
More
as with roofing
the silver handles, and the white flow' feellne. almost of satisfaction. In
Judge.
stage."
that
my
"Everyone at the club thought
stead of the proud, insolent security
ers banked from the floor.
Accounted For.
I the name CERTAlove that she had hat was lovely, dear," said Mrs. Holt
seems good to see you people in her husband's
"It
... young ana aurecuve
t
"Did you find Jessie In when yon
wise man goes on a still hunt
It
The
course
beaming
smile.
IN-TEED
"Of
a
with
again," was Mr. Dawson's cordial expected in tnis
I only pnld $22 for opportunity Instead of waiting for colled unexpectedly?"
was not expensive.
is a guarantee
greeting. ' "Come upstairs and meet woman, mere was uncertainty uuu
"Yes ; that Is how I found her out."
lovely as Mrs. It to call.
as
quite
is
it,
but
it
for
a
Irene. We have out sitting room up aouDt, a Drooaing jeoiousy
of quality and
$75,
nearly
cost
which
Ringley's,
her
thpr now
that she could never snare,
WHEN IT LOOKS DARK to any weak
satisfaction.
"But the Ringley's are oble to own ALL MEN AT HOME SHOULD
She had transformed the house, iav- or ailing woman,
Thev followed him ud the curved
pew
church
conspicuous
in
more
a
money
r
'
n Dr. Pierce s 1'avor-Riipnt
zz
ana
v
tr, fha arrra tmnt rnnm ishi Khi nna
FOR WAR
time
Certain-tee- d
PREPARE
i
.i.in...
Prescription
jte
..,,...
hoon the, nipst ta nhlitprnte the atmosDhere of this than we are," faltered her husband,
comes to her help.
Product Corporation
exclaimed,
radiant
"Well,"
she
.
rooms
there
woman.
these
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tmnaformPd.
u
whnii,
other
put
.
thru for
.
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The first test a man Is
For "fimale comi
,
,!,
iwiu. w.. .i.
New Toril. Chica. PhlMelplila. St. toolt.
wey i i
iuc m u.., .alc.. iuu c either war or Ufa insurance Is an examiplaints," pains, inm,
i,iont t,Pi,io. Mr. nnw-- was noth ne left as a reminder except
wtfK
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ternal
most
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water.
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This
nation of his
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uie punruu,l uuu muí uau
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or
Kanua Citr
O riot, Lot Antelet. Mlnoeapolll.
tial because the kidneys play a most Imobsession.
rankling
a
meet
woman who came forward to
senléanle. Indiananolia. Atlanta. Mcmphla. klchnoaa.
portant part In causing premature old age
Grand Rápida. Kaihrtlle. (alt Lake CHr. Dei
'Tlease don't think me nnrespon
BOSCHEE'S GERMAN SYRUP
thpm
sations, and all
and death. The more Injurious the poisMoinee. Houuon, Dulutk, London. ardner. Haraua
chronic w e a k
ons passing thru the kidneys the sooner
Her unexpected youth stabbed Helen slve," Helen was tracing a aesign on
and denesse
decay so says Dr. Fierce of Surwith
lfr rpsentmpnt. Mrs. Dawson the rose satin coucn, dui you uuw will quiet your cough, soothe the In comes
rangements, this it
N. T., who further
gical
Buffalo,
Institute,
Dawson.
Mrs.
of
very
fond
I
the proven remflammation of a sore throat and lungs, advise all people who are past thirty to
hñ hppn nlmost fortv and inclined to I was know,
1
An Innovation.
edy. Its' the only
and I hope you won't stop Irritation In the bronchial tubes, preserve the, vitality of the kidneys and
"Oh I
stoutness.
Improve
"Talking about educational
free the blood from poisonous elements, medicine put np without alcohol ingredBut it's Deen very
a vorv ntrrnrtlvft rdbm." Warren misunderstand.
ments, I would suggest to have school wna fiflvintr to relieve an embarrassing hard coming in among all these as- inspiring a good night's rest, free from such as úrlo acid drink plenty of water-sw- eat ients on wrapper. Liquid or tablets. All
easy
some daily and take.Anurlc, double Druggists. Tablets 60c.
coughing
expectoration
and with
rooms rigged like vessels."
pause. "They don't build them this sociations. x aimosi wisu we uuu jjtveu in the morning. Made and sold in strength, before meals.
An easily procured vegetable pill is
Is a late discovery of Dr.
"Why so?"
This
P tne house ana tauen an apartment.
size any more."
years. A won- rirce and Is put tip In tablet form, and made up of
the dried juice of
America for fifty-tw- o
"Because then they could have what
my
aen,
"Come DacK nere ana see
"Yes. we think it's more cheerful
In can be obtained t.t almost any drug store, the leaves of aloes, and the root of jalap,
assisting
derful
Nature
prescription,
ts much needed a spanker boom.
thnn downstairs her voice was pleas- - Mr. Dawson's voice came from the hall, building up your general health and For that backache, lumbago, rheumatism, made into a tiny pellet and coated with
"rusty" Joints, swollen feet or hands, due sugar. It was first put into
antly low. "It's so hard to do any- - Then as he passed the door, "Aren't throwing off the disease. Especially to
uric acid In the blood, Anurlc quickly form by Dr. Pierce neanly 50 years ago.
thing with those long front parlors. we going to nave tea, irenec
OLD PRESCRIPTION
In lung trouble, asthma, croup, dissolves the urlo acid as hot water does Almost every drug stor in this country
useful
sugar. Take a little Anurlc before meals
"Oh, of course," hastily. "I'll ring
They're so stiff and formal don't you
bronchitis, etc. For sale In all civil- and prolong your life. Send 10 cents to sells these vegetable pellets in vials for
for it now."
Dr. Pierce for trial package of Anurlc. 30c simply ask for Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
FOR WEAK KIDNEYS think?"
Tellets. They have Dr. R. V. Pierce stamp.
"I say, this is a corking room," came ized countries. Adv.
Large package 60 cents.
"They are rather hopeless," admitted
"No, thanks; rve
Helen, who was taking a flashing In Warren's voice.
Blind.
Got
He
the
like Dr. Kil- - ventory. The room had been entirely smoked enough."
'A medicinal oreDaratlon
A tradesman In a certain town put
.
that hag real curative
mar1!
Irene," called her husband, "let's
Small Pill, Small
done over and refurnished. Window
y
box outside his shop, labeled "For
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seat, low bookcases, easy chairs, some have the tea served in
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box
weeks
few
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later
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Price, ,,
SoS who have been benefited to thoaa gayly blooming geraniums and a bowl "Oh, it's much nicer in the sitting disappeared.
Make you feel the oy of living. It is impossible
Great
who are in need of it.
of cut flowers made it a very cheerful, room." Then hastily, "but of course
to be happy or feel good when you are
to
the
happened
What's
"Halloa
Everj
you a rather
(Carters
TW Kilmer'a Swamn-Roo- t
it a ohyti livnhin nlnce.
he was asked by
Other
If was served In the den, but Helen box for the blind?"
eian's prescription. It has been tested
"Wnniri vnn like to see the other
Way
for years and has brought results to count- rooms?" suggested Mrs. Dawson, when noticed that Mrs. Dawson sat with a friend.
"Oh, I got enough money," he reThis old remedy will set you right over night
less numbers who have suffered.
nor husband and Warren had settled ner dock to me portrait,
plied, pointing up to the new canvas
The success of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
"Hftsn't
with
worked
wonders
Irene
themselves with cigars.
is due to the fact that it fulfills almost
the- blind that sheltered his shop window.
She led the way through the hall this old house? We're going over
Genuine bears slsnahire
wish in overcoming- kidney, liver and
"Not bad, Is It?"
bladder diseases, corrects urinary troubles into their bedroom. Helen caught her third story now. Going to have the
and neutralizes the uric acid which causes hrenth at the transformation. White guest room up there."
Porto Iticnn women mny be given
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rheumatism.
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8lIppers, were port of the
"Well, they seem to be hitting It off
sample bottle. When writing be sure and oí iuxurioug comfort.
mention this paper. Adv.
pretty
well," was Warrens comment
suggest
the
to
nothing
was
There
ri, r,ioin rnnm with its heavy oak when they finally .came out in the
Characteristic.
.j-o .nA oasprtivelv flowered erav chill of the late afternoon. "You
She Did you say something T
carpet which had seemed all sufflcient mea ner, aion t your
He Nothing.
"Yes, very much."
into Mrs. Dnwson.
She How like you. The Lamb.
"She's making him comfortable, all
"I'm triad vou like It," at Helen's
She's worked a great stunt on
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so
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"Oh, how
How Women are Restored to Health
oak.
trait of Mrs. Dawson."
had electricity."
Spartanburg, 8.C. "For sine yean I suf"Well, if it gets on her nerve- s"We've Just put it In. You can't do
fered from backache, weakness, and irregu
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GOOD PRICE FOR

1918

PRODUCTS IS

PROMISED

FARMER

Food Administrator Tells Why
Farmers Should Buy Liberty Bonds.

THE GOVERNMENT

GIVES

AID

Thousand Sent Into Rural Districts
by Free Employment Agencies
to Work on Farms.
"Farmers' prospects for 1918 ara
exceedingly brighj." H. C. Hoover, national food administrator, declared in
a recent Interview, In which he told
why he believes the farmers of America should subscribe to the secc-m- i
Liberty Loan of 1917, when the call
tor popular subscription goes out.
"Every safeguard has been or will
be created to insure an adequate production of foodstuffs," he declared.
"The government is looking to the
farmers not only to supply a large part
of the world with food, but also to
perform their patriotic duty in subscribing to the Liberty Loan."
Records show that the farmers of
America played a very small part in
floating the first Liberty Loan. In
all sections of the country, the subscribers in the rural districts wera
few and far between, but at the time
the loan wa.s floated the farmers were
straining évefy nerve to increase
their crop acreage and no special appeal was made to them.
farmers Will Invest.
4T
'
"This does not indlcato," Mr. Hoo-re- r
said, "that the farmers are unpatriotic. When the campaign for
to the second loan Is over,
those in charge of the loan's flotafarmers
tion, will, 1 am sure, find-th- e
ready to Invést. The nerlousness of
the war with Germany has been
brought home to them in a number of
arays and they have come to realize
that all classes of people must bear
their share of the burden.
"Through the operation of the
food control act, the farmer can
now look ahead, decide on the number of acres of wheat he will sow and
Tigure within a few dollars the amount
he will be paid for his crop. Ho also
knows that he will be palfcgood prices

PUBLIC SALE

Defense Council at Work.
Labor has been one of tbe chief
sources of the farmers' worries, but
he has every assurance In the world
that the government will not sit by
and see his products go to waste in
the field. Next year he will still have
the help of the many free employment
bureaus, established by the Council of
National Defense, Id securing farm

We will offer at Public Auction, at

hands.

Another agency is at work, placing
men where they can best serve their
country in this war emergency.
It .Is
the United States Public Service Reserve, an official national organization, conducted by the lTnlted States
Department of Labor. In all parts of
the country men are being enrolled in.
Its ranks, and the farmer will receive
bis share of attention from those in
charge. There is nothing compulsory,
About the organization, but through it
thousands will be fitted into their
proper places in the greal war machine which must be built in order to
hasten the day of peace.
The gain in profits to the farmera
Df America in a year, through the riaa
In the price of farm products over
normal pro war levels, Is estimated at
nearly seven billion dollars or auffl- dent ta) more than twice cover the
total bonds offered for sale.

The Stock Yards,

ROY, New Mex.
'

DOLLARS.

to

,

1

to 10 years old, 600 to l,1001bs.

Black Perdieron STALLION,
3 years old, weight, 1,250 lbs.

Consult your local banker for
of Installment payment.

4 Milch Cows,

An Crgent Message to Tou
from the Firing Line "Buy Gov-ernment Bonds."

CARDINAL GIBBONS IS
DEEPLY CONCERNED

Two Yearling Steers,

to Assist and Subscrlbea to
Extent crfHis Means.

Set of double Work Harness

Cream Separator and other articles.

Md. Cardinal Gibbons
Baltimore,
today declared in a letter to the Maryland Liberty Loan Committee, the letter In reply to an invitation for him
to speak at a Loan Kally, follows: "I
regret that I cannot be with you on
the occasion of the rally for the second Liberty Loan, but my mind and
heart are with you and the other members of the committee, in the desire to
be of practical assistance with the
slncerest wishes for the Loans over-

1

JJurchaser Kivin& bankable
credit of 12 monthiJ wil1 be iven on a11 sums over
Jvf""Co
date if nor paid when due,
from
12
percent
interest
1
OctlC""note or approved Security, bearing
under, Cash,
and
of sale, All sums of $10.00
10 percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00 if paid on date
No property to be removed until settled for.

lo

CrmS OI

A

R.R.& G.G. LEACH
Col. F.O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
I

JK
Cola
Public
2

I

2 will be fresh in the spring.

Two with calves at side,

other products.
"Prices for this year's crop of
wheat were not definitely fixed by
PongresB, but that body authorized the
food administration to fix a price and
it has done so. The basic price Is
$2.20 and the crop can bo converted
Into money as fast as elevators, railways and mills can absorb the supply.
"This clause Is contained In tho
'
food control act:
'The guaranteed
price for the several standard grades subscription.
Df wheat for the crop of 1918 has been
"In order to be of some help to the
based on No. 1, Northein Spring, or government and to encourage others
Its equivalent, at not less than $2.00 by example, I am subscribing to the
per bushel at the principal interior extent of my limited means. I hope
primary markets. This guarantee is this and other manifestations of my
hereby made (absolute and shall be endorsement of the loan will be of serbinding until May 1, 1919.'
vice to you in bringing to the minds
"With assurances of good prices for of all of our citizens, the vital importhis products and of an adequate supance of their most earnest
ply of labor, there is every reason why
in subscribing to the loan even
the farmer should cubscribe liberally though it requires personal sacrifices."
to the second Liberty hyz."

Tor

to-w- it

Some broken to Harness and Saddle.

vindicateAmerican rights."

Desires

The following property

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock A.M.

THE CHALLENGE OF THE
Quoting a Berlin dispatch which 1
boasted of the success of a new Ger- man war loan, Secretary McAdoo in
his Atlantic City speech said: "Let
as meet that challenge by a subscription to our second Liberty Loan on
October 27, nine days after the close
of the German loan, which will make
clear to the German despf.iRm that
America marshals not alone her sol- diers and her navy, but her financial
resources as wclL. and that she ia de- fermlned to use them all without stint

SAT. NOV. 3d,' 17
14 Mares & Colts

Short-Hor-

"White-fac- e

will offer at Public Auction, at my farm,

n

7 CATTLE
Milk Cows, 7 yrs. old, giving milk.
Heifer 2 yrs.
Cow 4 yrs. old. Short-hor- n

6 miles North 5 East of MILLS,
6 Tons bound Cane Hay, 100 shocks Corn
17 miles north of ROY, 11 west of Palouse

71

I
'
T II.7 IN OV,J HIIll J 7
A.M., Sharp,
"

IVTxwt

Sale to begin at
-"-

Wheat Drill, Mowing Machine, Lister, Disc Har- row, Hay Rake, Modboard Plow. Sled Cultivator,,
Sod Plow, Hay Frame,
And other articles too numerous to mention.

10

The following described Property,
"

FanIi

to-wi-

1

t-

"M IW

T3 3a.IX

OI

ltH

11

i

a

Black Mare, coming 2yr.old
2 bay Horse Colts coming 2yrs old.

C-III-

SÍ"

month? will be given on all sums over $10. Purchaser giving bankable note or ap- -'
proved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear interest at
the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid. 10 percent discount for cash on sums over
No property to be remved jntn sett,ed fr$1 00 Sum under $1 00 Cash in hand
A

""-"

XOOlS

credit of

12

-

ROSS

EAT0N,0WNER

white,

Auctioneer.

Lunch Served by the Mountain View Ladies Aid.
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"FOOD WILL. WIN TIIE WAR"

To Save Food For Allies, Hot to Save Money
Duty of American Homes; Winning War Hot a Picnic
(A message to the people of New
Mexico by Ralph C. Ely, State Food
Administrator for New Mexico.)
As a rule our newspapers have been
exceedingly generous In the space allotted to the Food Conservation Movement. No one realizes more fully than
I do at what a cost of time and labor
our patriotic editors are doing their
bit in this cause.
By letters, by personal Inquiry and
now and then through editorials the
question Is presented on every hand,
"Why are housewives told to use corn
meal, or potato flour In their bread;
to put up the fruit that otherwise might
waste; contribute to the Red Cross,
either In money or In labor; to give
and conserve on every hand but always at an Increased cost to her1 purse?
Why should not conservation work
both ways?"
Those questions are good and they
deserve reply.
Conservation is not economy, it Is
substitution and the elimination of
waste, NOT so that our people may
grow rich, but for the sole purpose of
sustaining our boys at the front and
the armies of our allies on the firing
line that they may protect our institu-

tions.
Conservation Is not necessarily price
regulation. It Is a war measure, pure
and simple, because the great conflict
threatening the very existence of
democratic Institutions In the world
Is to be won by famine and not by
fighting. That famine takes the form
of an acute hunger for sugar,, fats,
meats and wheat flour. We cannot
supply It by the shipment of bulky
potatoes or corn, for Instance, because
potatoes afe more than 80 per cent
water and the destruction of the shipping has made bulky shipments impossible. We cannot ship corn because
there are no mills In France or in
England for the making of corn meal
and if the meal were made in this
country, It would deteriorate in quality
before it could reach the ovens of
Europe in the first place, and in the
second place because the bakers of
France know nothing about the making of corn bread, and if they did make
tt in thelf community bakeries, the
bread would deteriorate and crumble
They
before it could be consumed.
must have wheat flour. They cannot
get the wheat from Russia; they cannot get it from Roumania or Bulgaria;
they have had no crop in Argentina
and the world's shipping cannot be
taken away from the courses between
the United States and Europe to make
three times as long a Journey from

India and Australia to Europe as it is
ffom America or Canada to Europe.
The urgent need is for wheat.
It is our war, our institutions are at
stake and we must sacrifice something
An
in order to supply that wheat.
economic problem is an entirely different one. This is a war measure
and the world's armies must be fed.
It doesn't make any difference whether
the substituted potatoes, the substi-

tuted corn meal or the substituted
rice costs mofe or less. Wise men
and patriotic men, who see the world's
situation, are pleading with the American people to conserve wheat, and our
patriotic duty demands that that
wheat be saved regardless of our
NOT A PICNIC.
Does anybody suppose that the boys
who suffered with Washington at Valley Forge were there for a picnic?
The same spirit which made heroes of

our forefathers

must

animate

the

of America and prompt
vegetable oils in cooking
of animal fats.
has come for us to eat
chicken and rabbits In place of beef,
because we cannot ship rabbits and
cannot ship poultry abroad. We can
ship beef and pork and mutton.
THE SACK OF CANDY.
The little child who spends his
nickel for a little sack of candy has
house wives
them to use
in the place
The timé

a perfect right to squander the nickel
If he wants to, and if his father will
permit him to do so, but the useless
consumption of that little sack of sugar
Is contributing to the actual suffering,
not only of some soldier, but undoubtedly of some child in France where
the ration of Bugar for two year's has
been less than one ounce a day for
every man, woman and child in that
country. I am not pleading for our
people to have their children save their
nickels to swell the savings bank accounts or increase the community
wealth. That would be an economic
plea.

The war necessity demands that
they save the little sack of sugar.
Put the sugar that you must have
into the preservation of your fruit so
that our' people can live on the fruit
which we cannot ship abroad; but absolutely abolish the unnecessary consumption of all sweets, because you
want to do something to help to preserve the institutions of democracy
and of freedom and of liberty toward
which the world has been slowly advancing for '200 years; and which are
today confronted by the gravest peril
which has ever threatened them.

ls.ued by Sl.le Food Adminl.tr.lio.

It is not our province, who are
teaching the conservation of food, to
preach the gospel of saving or of thrift.
We are pointing out the great world
need for certain foods. You people of
New Mexico must still work out your
destinies because you live in a country where individualism and liberty
prevail. We can only save those institutions by helping our allies In
every way that we can to prevail in
this war, and every question that has
to do with personal gain or personal
profit, or personal enrichment, or personal advantage is of trivial importance to every one of us compared to
the one great question of the preservation of the Institutions upon which
our happiness absolutely depends.
That is the answer to those questions.
We have heard in New Mexico for the
last ten years that there is no place
I
want to say to you
for Idealism.
that the world Is fighting today as It
never fought before for the preservation of an ideal and that Ideal la the
right of Individuals to live and to enjoy liberty and to pursue happiness. If
our common enemy prevails, the Individual will be lost because he will
be absorbed In the one idea of nation-- "
alism.
We must win this war.
To that end we must conserve our
wheat, our meat and our sugar regardless of the personal cost.
RALPH C. LY,

State Food Administrator.

NO INTENTION
OF REDUCTION IN
PRICEOF HOGS
The following telegram has been received by the state food administration from National Administrator Herbert Hoover:
"The statement has appeared in
Chicago papers that we intend to reduce hog prices to ten dollars. The
Chicago advices are absolutely untrue
and do not represent the opinion or
proposed action of the food administration, which will take up steps to
Jeopardize the livestock producer's Interest. All our powers will be used
to keep the prices at which Allied and
governmental purchases are made on
a plane that gives an assured return
of cost and profit to producers of meat
animals. In our opinion the best
market obtainable for the present, corn
crop of the country will be through
livestock. We need increased production of beef and pork and the only way
to secure this increase will be by a
profit on production.
(Signed)
"HERBERT HOOVER."

THE IDEA IS NOT TO SAVE MONEY BUT TO SAVE FOOD!

,
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4,000 Workers In Line For Campaign
Week in State of Rew Mexico
The Food Administration hat about
completed , its organization of New
Mexico workers for the big Food
Pledge drive in Campaign Week, October 28 to November 4.
A total of four thousand workers
are lined up to get busy during the big
week. Hundreds of letters have been
received from counties and school districts In answer to appointment of
workers. Eight out of every ten persons designated have enthusiastically
accepted the work. Those who have
not done so have been sick or will not
be able to be on hand when the drive
starts to get 50,000 New Mexico families signed up to Conserve and Substitute and Win the War With Food.
The pledge cards, window cards and
home cards have been practically all
distributed. Secretary Melvin T.
who has been In active charge of
the work of distributing the 150,000
pieces of pasteboard, has them all
placed; in the hands of school superintendents, official agents of the food administration, teachers, members of the
Woman's Auxiliary and others. All the
workers in the districts have full instructions; every school pupil will be
provided with his quota of cards on
Dun-lav-

October 28 and all the machinery Is
simply ready to start at the pressing of
the button by Mr. Hoover In Washington.. The national food administration
has enthusiastically approved the prep-

arations for the campaign In this state.
Considering the space to be covered,
the large distances and sparse population, It is believed that for efficiency
New Mexico's share in the campaign
will be hard to beat. Certainly in no
state has there been more loyal or
on the part of the
eager
people, men and women and children.
In addition to the distribution of the
Pledge Week cards, hundreds of window cards, posters and hangers, all
preaching the gospel of Saving Food
for the allies have been sent out all
over the state.
The nation has awakened to the tremendous Importance of the Pledge
No state Is up on its
Card campaign.
toes for the Job more than New Mexico. Every organization of any Importance In the state has pledged its aid
There is every reaand
son to believe that the goal of 50,000
New Mexico homes signed up for the
Food Service army will be reached in
record time.

Deferring Pledge Week Merely Adds to Vast
Enthusiasm For Drive All Over Nation
The postponement of Food Pledge
Campaign Week to the week beginning October 28 to get out of the way
of the Liberty Loan drive has served
only to Increase the magnitude of
preparations in every state and the
nation-wid- e
enthusiasm and rivalry
Many
are reaching a high pitch.
states are Increasing their enrollment
which accepted a goal of half
a million, now expects to enroll nine
hundred thousand.
Texas has increased hers from half
million to eight hundred thousand.
Food
Administrator Scoville of
Connecticut has listed all the mills
in that state that can grind rye as
well as corn and is urging the use of
these cereals and the consequent conservation of the wheat supply.
Endlcott, Massachusetts food administrator, has asked his people to make
every Tuesday fish day.
Orleans county, Vermont, expects to
enroll a hundred per cent of Its families and has accepted ninety per cent
as a minimum.
Georgia's challenge that she has the
best organization for putting across
Food Pledge Campaign, has already
brought acceptances from two states.
Food Administrator Williams of
Arkansas, telegraphs: "We accept that
challenge and will allow the results
of the campaign to determine the victor."
Florida also telegraphed that she
will lead all other states In propof- -

Florida
tion to her population:
butchers will close their shops each
Tuesday in the effort for a meatless
day. Denver, The legion of life organizations of Colorado women on a military basis to work on the Pledge Campaign, has inaugurated a great drive
in Colorado schools. Superintendents
will be officers.
Georgia challenges all othef states
to show a more efficient organization
than theirs of 152 county chairmen appointed without previous consultation.
Only twelve changes were required.
Of the twelve who couldn't act four
were sick, three out of the state and
five in the federal employ. Every
Georgia county reports a complete organization.
In Florida all but three counties are
organized and these are being rounded
up.

"California will be all right, will
meet our quota of half million," was
the message Food Administrator Ralph
Merritt of California brought to Washington.
County "war conventions" are in full
swing in Vermont, inaugurated at a
statewide convention at Rutland September 28. The first county convention was held at Bennington, with
great attendance and enthusiasm.
Others are to be held at Mlddlebury,
Burlington, St. Alban, St Johnsburg,
and in Washington, Orange, Windsor
and Windham counties. Other states
are taking up the idea; Washington,
Maine and Virginia are holding them

and it is reported Ohio will also inaugurate them.
Delaware has accepted forty-thre- e
thousand families as its goal for Food
Pledge Week, with Pennsylvania, Missouri and the District of Columbia
still to be heard from. The total of
all the quotas accepted in the states
stands at 12,600,265. This means that
campaign managers and federal food
administrators in the states have
pledged themselves to enroll that number of families as a minimum.
Charles E. Treman of Ithaca, chairman of the New York state executive
committee for food Fledge Pledge
Week, who was just appointed to his
post, is rapidly pushing the organization wortc in his state for the enAll sections of
rollment campaign.
New York were represented at a state
wide conference of prominent men in
Albany.

PATRIOTIC WEEK
AIDS HOOVERIZING

PROPAGANDA

With scores of Food Administration
workers present from various parts of
the state and adjoining states, the
Hoover conferences in Albuquerque
during Patriotic week were productive of much benefit, did much to
awaken enthusiasm for the work, advertised the coming. Pledge Week
campaign effectively, got Food Conservation in the spotlight and demonstrated, through the Hoover kitchen,
that meatless and wheatless meals can
be made as appetizing and nourishing
as any one desires. The Hoover cafe,
in charge of Mrs. Ruth Miller, director
of home economics, and where Hoover
meals were served and Hoover recipes
demonstrated, was a most popular part
of the week's attractions. Addresses
by prominent men from within and
without the state did much to stimulate interest. A large number of
Women of the National Army were
recruited for the Pledge Campaign by
Mrs.

A. A. Kellam

of Albuquerque.

State Administrator Ely and Field
Secretary J. H. Toulouse attended the
sessions and made addresses.
Movies to Help Food Pledge Drive
James Provas, manager of the Past-tim- e
theater in Albuquerque has been
appointe'd motion picture chairman for
New Mexico, for all war activities, by
William A. Brady, president of the
national association.
The national
food administration is sending membership certificates for motion picture
theaters and the New Mexico movie
men are to do all in their power to
in the
propaganda.
e
Special movies ani the
Men are to do team work in Food
Pledge Campaign Week, beginning
October 28 to help the cause. The
Pathe, Universal and Mutual companies will distribute the official movies
of the food administration which are
to be used during the week.

DO YOUR BIT FÓOD PLEDGE WEEK; OCTOBER
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Teach Children Conservation;
Start at Bottom to Save Food
Food, Supplies, Men equals Success In

War.
We have men.
We have supplies.
We have food for ourselves, but the
supply of our Allies Is short. We
must help feed them for If they fall,
we fall; If they are enslaved by autocracy we cannot live for ourselves alone.
Eat wisely eat enough don't waste.
If every state superintendent, every
city superintendent, every town,
county or district superintendent, every principal and every teacher will
teach to the children the avoidance
of food waste and Intelligent selection of the use of those things which
we .have In abundance, we will not
fall.
Conserving food does not dean eating less; it means eating less ot
some things and more ot others:
Eat less wheat more rye, corn and
oatmeal.
Eat less beef and pork more fowl and
eggs.

Eat less animal fat

more vegetable

oils.

Eat more

of our abundance of perishables, eat more potatoes save the
concentrates, so that we may ship
more to our Allies.
Buy no more than you need eliminate
waste.
"These are the principles of food conservation. The details of methods
are being made available to all.
The School's Part
There are 22,500,000 school children in
the United States. There are 750,000
teachers to teach these children. If
every teacher will teach every child
under her care about food conservation, many millions of families will
get the message and many of these
will receive it In no other way. The
teachers in Germany are teaching
food conservation.
Mr. Hoover says that food will win
the war. Every superintendent,
principal or teacher who teaches the
methods of saving food to the children, in such a way that the children will take this message home to
their parents, is performing an Important service in the prosecution
of this war nothing more Important
or more vital can be done by the
schools to win the war.
There are over 23,000,000 families in
the United States, of these perhaps
to 15,000,000 are repre12,000,000
sented in the schools. If each of
these families cuts its consumption
using corn, rye,
of wheat
f
of
potatoes, etc., instead
our wheat problem will, be solved.
The children In the schools can help
bring this about.
An autocracy like Germany can order food conservation; its method
is force. The use of force in such
matters is repugnant to a democracy. We must proye that we can
accomplish, through voluntary asso
one-fift-

one-hal-

SAVE

ciation in our country, what Germany accomplishes through the exercise of central authority.
The Pledge Card Campaign
The week commencing October 28 has
been designated as Pledge Card
Campaign Week. In this week a
concerted effort is to be made to secure a pledge from every family in
in
the United States to
food conservation, so far as their
circumstances permit.
Each state will have campaign committees which will provide workers
to visit every family in an endeavor
to secure these pledges. Every family signing a pledge card will receive
a window card to show that it is a
member of the United States Food
Administration, and a card ot instructions on conservation and substitution.
Will you teachers teach this campaignits whys and wherefores
so that every child in the United
States may go home filled with the
idea of so using the nation's food
supply that we may have an abundance to supply our Allies?
Suggestions on What to Teach
1
Teach the important place of food
In this war.
2"
Teach the food needs of our allies.
3 Teach what to conserve and what
to substitute how and why. (This
information Is available from local
campaign committees.)
4 Teach the condition of food pro5

duction In Europe.
Teach about War and its effect on,
the children of Belgium, Northern

France, etc.
Have the children write letters to
their parents, telling of the coming of the pledge card and urging
them to sign it.
7 Through the local campaign committees, arrange, if possible, for
prizes for the best essays by the
school children on "How We Can
Help America Win This War."
Every teacher can work out methods
adapted to the children and subject
she teaches.
The school section of the United
States Food Administration is issuing a set of bulletins, giving lessons
on food conservation and substitution. These bulletins are not a part
of this campaign but are part of necessary permanent instruction to
6

producers and handlers which conferred at the administration offices.
Arthur C. Ilfeld of the Charles Ilfeld
Company, Las Vegas, was appointed
representative of the bean industry of
the state food administration, the appointment being approved by the
committee.
The appointment was made at the
suggestion of Mr. Ely that he desired
such a man so the administration
could keep In close touch with the
bean situation and advise buyers and
producers of conditions as they arise.
Present at the meeting were the fol-

.

lowing:

Arthur C. Ilfeld, Herbert Herstein,
Herstein Seed Co., Clayton; Neal Jen-soEstancia; John H. Oyer, Estancia; J. A. Perkins, Mountainair; Dr.
F. A. Tucker, Sprin&er; O. O. Gragg,
banker, Nara Vista.
Mr. Ely stated the purpose of the
meeting, to be to establish the best
working relation between the buyers
and producers, to establish a standard
marketable product and a relation of
between the buyers and
producers and the food administration.
The above committee, after a full
discussion unanimously adopted the
following propositions:
First That all beans should be
bought on the basis of recleaned
beans.
Second That all beans should be
shipped in new, net weight, one hundred pound sacks.
Third That the gross handling expense, including profits for the buyer should be five per cent
net
for choice, recleaned beans.
The following matters of general
interest were brought out:
That there is no such article as the
"Colorado Pinto Bean" but that it is
the "Pinto Bean," and Colorado has no
more just claim to the Pinto bean than
iNew Mexico; that the New Mexico
pinto bean is a more nutritive article
than the Colorado pinto bean; that the
dry farming product is better than the
irrigated.
Reports from
various sections
showed the beans had not threshed
out well this year. Emphasis was
laid on the importance of keeping other varieties from creeping
into the shipments, careful recleanlng
and careful selection of seed. "The
idea," said Mr. Ilfeld, "is to make the
standard of these beans so well known
and recognized that whenever a man
orders New Mexico pinto beans he
knows what he is going to get."
Mr. Ilfeld estimates for the San Miguel county district a total of fllfteen
40i000-pouncars. Estimates on the

(5)
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That

Administration

35,000,000

to

45,000,000

pounds

is a fair estimate of the New Mexico
bean crop this year was the consensus of opinion of State Food Administrator R. C. Ely and a 'committee of

around 100 cars; Roy district,
125 cars. The crop is believed to be
better In the northern part of the state
than in other districts. As compared
to New Mexico's probable 1000 or 1200
cars, Colorado, it is said, will have
2000

cars.

"If you cant put a gun on your
shoulder," says the Indiana State
Council of Defense, "put a silo on your
farm."

- TODAY - MEAT, WHEAT, FATS, AND SUGAR
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Rats and Prairie Dogs Deadly Foe of
Conservation; Cost Hew Mexico $2,000,000
The rat and the prairie dog are two
of the best allies the Prussians have
In New Mexico.
It Is an Important Job In which every
New Mexico farmer and citizen can
help to get rid of these
pests. D. E .Merrill, biologist at the
State College, estimates the damage
done by prairie dogs to New Mexico
crops and range last year at $1,000,000.
"I have no data," writes Mr. Merrill, "on which to estimate damage
done by rats. However, such damage
is great enough to warrant more strict
measures in their control at any time
and especially in times like these when
every bushel of grain preserved for
use counts definitely in the balance of
n

the country."
The National Geographic Magazine
states that rats cost this nation
worth of foodstuffs every year.
This is on the authority of Edward W.
Nelson, the eminent biologist Here
are some of the proofs supporting
the indictment of the rat in America:
"In 1904 a plague of rats occurred
in Rock Island and Mercer counties,
Illinois, and during the month ending
April 20 one man killed 3,445 on his
farm.
"During the campaign of the public
health service against the bubonic
plague in San Francisco from 1904 to
1907, inclusive, more than 800,000 were
killed; and in New Orleans, during
1914 and 1915, 551,370 were destroyed.
"During the winter and spring of
a single year more than 17,000 rats
were killed on a rice plantation containing 400 acres in Georgia, and by
actual count 30,000 were killed on another plantation, containing 1,200
acres. On a farm of about 150 acres
on Thompson island, in Boston harbor, 130 occupied rat holes were
counted, and other rats were living
about the farm buildings. At a large
meat packing establishment in Chicago from 4,000 to 900 have been
killed yearly."
The government estimates that the
number of rats living undei normal
conditions inj our cities equals the
human population; but that In country
districts they are relatively three or
four times as numerous.
Sometimes a pair of rats will produce over 200 progeny in a year and
they begin to breed when only three
months old.
New Mexico has a population of
nearly 400,000. That means, on government estimates, over a million
rats in this state.
There is no prairie dog census, but
any farmer knows what a pest these
animals are.
Give the rat an even break with
the prairie dog and there is $2,000,000
damage done to New Mexico crops by
the rodents in a year. Isn't it worth
while to take the rat and the prairie
dog seriously and start a statewide
campaign on these enemies of

$200,-000,00- 0

,

STATE COLLEGE AT WORK.
"We expect," President A. D. Crile-o- f
the State College writes the food
administration, "to urge all we can the
campaign to exterminate the predatory
animals in New Mexico. To this end
we aro writing letters and doing every-

thing possible to persuade the secretary of agriculture to set aside a suitable amount of funds for the purpose."
TO BEAT THE RAT.
Biologist Merrill gives the following
suggestions as to practical rat extermination:
"For rats around granaries, the
wire cage trap is one of the
best means of capturing these animals.
Strychnine powdered on cheese makes
a good poison, the cheese being placed
where the rats will find it and where
other animals will not. The best
method of preventing damage by rats
is to have buildings that are rat proof.
Granaries and corn cribs with cement
floors, of course, are the best. The
next best expedient is to make the
buildings with a high foundation, so
cats or dogs may have' easy access
underneath the granary, and so prevent the rats from working up from
below."
PRAIRIE DOG MEDICINE.
The State College has issued a press
bulletin B. No. 205 which gives in detail the most successful methods of
exterminating prairie dogs by fumigation and poison. In fumigation, a piece
of cotton as big as a goosegg is saturated with carbon bisulphide and
dropped into the hole; all entrances
are stopped up and the dogs are asphyxiated. Rainy, damp weather is the
best time.
Poisoning should be done in the winter or early spring. Poisoned wheat,
barley or kafir corn is used, with a
strychnine-starccoating. The directions are as follows:
'
(a) Stfychnine-starccoating:
Grain (clean), 20 quarts; Strychnia
sulphate (powdered, 1 ounce; sugar,
1 or 2 pints; gloss starch (ordinary
laundry starch; half teacupful; water
(boiling), 1 pint.
Mix the starch in a little cold water,
then add the boiling water, making a
rather thick solution. While hot, stir
in the strychnine and mix until free
from lumps. Add a few spoonfuls of
water to the sugar, then add this to the
Next,
mixture and beat thoroughly.
pour this poisoned mass over the grain
and stir rapidly until the poison is
evenly smeared over the grain; then
allow the grain to dry. If well dried
it will keep indefinitely.
Put out in early morning, in two or
three heaps of a teaspoonful each
about each occupied burrow. Do not
put out in rainy weather. Take care
that other animals and birds, especially, do not get the poison.
(b) The Kansas Formula: Strychnia sulphate (powdered), 1 ounce;
potassium cyanide, 1 ounce; alcohol,
1
ounces; syrup, 1 pint.
h

h

One ounce of green
is mixed with the white
of one egg and allowed to stand for at
least fourteen hours. The strychnia
is dissolved in a half pint of boiling
water1. The potassium cyanide is dissolved in a half pint of hot water and
allowed to cool. Add a little warm
water to the mixture of coffee and
eggs and mix it with the potassium
cyanide.
Then strain this mixture
through a coarse sieve into the mixing
vessel and add the syrup. Mix the
alcohol with the hot solution of strychnine and add it to the other mixture.
Stir all thoroughly.
Directions for use For the above
poison take a half bushel of clean
wheat or kafir com in a large metal
tub. After thoroughly shaking and
stirring the mixture above, pour it over
the grain and stir until every part is
thoroughly wet with the poison. Then
stir in two or three pounds of fine
corn-mel- ,
to take up the extra moisture. Letj the mixture stand in a
shed over night and put it out early
the next morning if the weather is
Place half a tablespoonful or
fine.
less of the bait in two or three little
bunches at the outside of each burrow
occupied by prairie dogs. Only occupied burrows should be poisoned. A
half bushel of grain should poison
from 500 to 600 holes. Take care that
the poisoned grain is not eaten by
other animals.

Preparation

coffee--

berries

KNOW THE GRIM TRUTH
All the blood; all the heroism;
all the money, and all the munitions
In the world will not win this war
unless our Allies and the people
behind them are fed.
will not be fed and our
of blood and money will be
In vain and a great cause will sustain a great Injury unless each one
In his home each day stands guard
over the nation's supply of
They

sacrifice

WHEAT,

MEAT, FATS AND
SUGAR.

Save fat by draining the cream can
clean.
Don't cry over spilled milk.
spilling it.

Stop

Farmers can best do their bit by
doing their best now.
With corn
or more, it
fields, clean.
don't help to

worth two cents an ear,
pays to husk the cornThe ears that are left
feed the Allies.

Now that the government wants the
people to eat more fish it will be
harder than every to keep Father
from "taking a day off." We only hope
that he wont neglect putting the
wheat in to do so.

HELP RECRUIT 50,000 NEW MEXICO HOMES TO WIN WAR
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'FOOD WILL. WIN THE WAR"

Former Governor William C. McDonald flamed
By Garfield Food Administrator for flew Mexico
William C. McDonald, of Carrlzozo, has been appointed by National Fuel Administrator Garfield Fuel Administrator for
New Mexico. In view of his recognized

Former Governor

ability, honesty, firmness and fairness
and his familiarity with New Mexico
conditions, it is believed no happier
appointment could be made.
An ingrained sense of Justice and a
backbone are two Important qualifications for the task of fuel administrator
and McDonald has both. The aim ot
the fuel administration is a price on
coal at once as fair as possible to consumer and producer and distributor.
Underlying all is the determination to
see to It that coal is produced suf- flcient to meet the country's needs.
As an Indication that the fuel administration is in earnest may be pointed
out' a telegram Bent by Administrator Garfield to the miners and operators in certain districts of Illinois,
Indiana, and Ohio, where strikes
among the coal miners have already
occurred or are impending:
"American citizens engaged In the
mining of coal, whether operators or
miners, are, for the most part, mindful of the fact that our country is at
war and that the burden rests upon
them to produce the coal needed without interruption. But there are evidently some who fail to understand
the gravity of the situation and who
do not hesitate to advocate strikes at
the present time as a means of forcing
the government to at once decide
whether the wage increase agreed to
at the meetings recently held in
Washington by the operators and miners of the central district should justly be covered by an advance In the
prices fixed by the President. The
matter has been submitted to me, and
all concerned are expected to
I am giving immediate and close
attention to the question and hope to
reach a decision at an early date. The
only circumstance within my control
which will delay that decision will be
the violation of the spirit of the arrangement between the operators and

miners, which was that under no circumstances should the production of
coal in the United States at the pres-- '
ent time be allowed to diminish. If
either the operator's or the miners attempt to bring pressure upon me to
reach a decision) I shall postpone it
and use whatever powers are necessary to compel the production of coal
to meet the country's needs.
"H. A. GARFIELD,
"U. S. Fuel Administrator."
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SIMPLE WAYS TO
MEET THE WORLD
FOOD SHORTAGE
Owing to the depleted stock ot food
in Europe a large proportion of the
population is receiving its supply under a system of rations, food tickets
The United
or otherj restrictions.
States Food Administration confidently expects to avoid such a necessity in
the United StateB.
In addition to strict control in the
commercial handling of food products
to prevent hoarding and waste, the
Administration is endeavoring to gain
of consumers so that
the
this country may voluntarily accomplish what Europe has been able to do
only by compulsion.
Here are the four prlcipal means to
the desired end:
1. Personal saving, which includes
all methods of reducing waste of food
products In the home.
2.
National saving, which means
the use of the best methods of handling, storing and distributing foods.
3.
The using of foods not needed
by our Allies and boys at the front,
such as poultry and fish at least one
day a week, to conserve the supply of

meats.

a n il

-lion

luued by Stale Food AdmiaUtntioii

Wilson.

WII.SOV.

Enroll
During
"Pledge
Week."

Beef Prices.
Beef already shows some tendency
toward reduction in wholesale prices,
but these have not been so far reflected in the prices quoted by the
retailer, says the October 13 food administration bulletin. The price of
beef at the packers' door is 14 cents
per" pound as compared with 16 cents
in the month of July, while the average retail prices of round steak In
is 31 cents per pound,
796 cities
against 27 cents per pound In July,
thus showing that retail prices have
increased while wholesale prices have
decreased.
Signing the food pledge card is only
a start. Live up to itl

4.
Encouraging production, which
means falsing more food products of
all kinds, but especially the staple
articles for which a world demand exists. The Food Administration desires
especially at the present time to bring
about a widespread use ot perishable
food products to take the place ot
those to be exported to our Allies
and our troops in Europe.
The foods which the country is asked to use sparingly are animal fats,
beef, mutton, pork, sugai, and wheat.
Classes of food not urgently needed
abroad and of which our supply is liberal are vegetable, (especially sweet
potatoes), corn products, fruits, nuts
and fish.
'

PASS IT ON.
When you're through reading
your Hoover Supplement, hand it
to your neighbor. The state food

administration wants it to reach

many New Mexicans, men,
women and children, as possible.
The weekly newspapers are cooperating splendidly In its distribution. It carries a message that
should be read and heeded by every
patriotic person in the state; and
Its aim is not only to stimulate
but to help.

just as

WE PROMISED TO GRUBSTAKE FRANCE FOR THIS WAR. GET BUSY!
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Extremely Important That Potatoes Be Stored
Under Proper Conditions; Expert Directions
(By Lou Ú. Sweet, Head of Potato
Division, U. S. Food Administration.)
It is of great importance that all the
potatoes raised this year should be
stored under proper conditions. Even
when every precaution' is taken the
wastage of potatoes during the winter
is considerable; under bad conditions
of storage it is very great indeed.
In order that the best methods may
be adopted by the small growers,
those who have not had the experience
in the storage of potatoes, should
know the chief causes of the wastage. These causes are:
1. Sweating, Heating and Consequent Rot: Often due to insufficient

ventilation.
2.
Rotting: Due to potatoes getting
wet at the time of putting them in
storage.
3.
Injury from Frost.
4.
Decay: Owing to disease in the
tubers at the time of storage.
6.
Sprouting of Tubers in the
Spring.
It is not possible to prevent alto-

gether losses from these causes, but

by using the best metho'ds of 8101866,
it is possible to reduce them very ma-

terially.
This may be done by taking care to
guard against losses ' from each of
these causes:
1.
Sweating and Heating occur it
the freshly dug potatoes are plied in
too large piles, so that the air cannot
circulate between the tubers. The risk
of loss from this cause is greatest in
the fall, immediately after the tubers
have been dug, and it is, therefore,
Important that potatoes when dug
should not be put In unnecessarily
large piles, nor kept in all
room.

Rotting from Getting the Potatoes Wet. If the potatoes at the digging time are allowed to get wet and
go into storage in that condition, rotting is sure to occur. Be careful to
have your potatoes dry before stor2.

ing.
3.
Injury from Frost. Potatoes are
easily damaged by frost. If they become frozen, their market value is
destroyed. Therefore, take every precaution to protect the tubers from
frost before and after digging.
4. Disease. There are several diseases of the potato which destroy the
tuber, and if diseased tubers are mixed
with the sound ones, the disease
spreads rapidly; therefore, it is necessary to sort the potatoes carefully,
eliminating all of the diseased, the
cuts, culls, and dirt before placing
them into permanent storage for the
winter. All of the cuts, culls, misshapen and diseased tubers should be
fed to the poultry and live stock, but
should be steamed or boiled before
being fed, as' in this way you increase
the food value, and also destroy the
germs of the disease, so that it will
not get into the manure and then into
the land.

By proper ventilation of the cellar or storage room, and by holding

EAT MORE SWEET
POTATOES; BIG
CROP THIS YEAR

5.

the temperature as near 35 degrees
P. as possible, you can keep the po'
tatoes from sprouting.
Selecting of Seed. Seed for next
year's planting should be selected
from hills that produce all nice, true
to type potatoes.
These should be
selected at the digging time, and
stored separately in crates or boxes,
and by storing tliem in a
room where the temperature can be
held at from 34 to 40 degrees, with a
little ventilation and this seed planted
next spring, the grower will make a
start toward improving the quality of
his potatoes, instead of as in the past,
simply planting the culls or runouts.
well-lighte-

Waste Not, Want Not
Now, more than ever, does this old
proverb hold good ''Waste not, want
not!"
"But we are not wasters," some of
you good women will indignantly say.
"We can't afford to be." Of course
you cannot afford to be. But arent
you?
How many slices of bread were left
in the tray after dinner yesterday?
What did you do with them?
"Why," you say, "what can I do? I
can't know Just how many slices of
.
bread- are going to be eaten."
The King of England knows. He
cuts his loaf of bread at the table,
each Blice as it is needed. Why can't
you?
How much butter did you scfape
from the butter dishes?
right on
If you put. the butter-disthe table, and each person used Just
what he needed, there wouldn't be any
scrapings.
How much food was left on the
plates; and what did you do with the
unserved food on the platter?
Try to cook no more than is absolutely needed, and use the slogan,
"Clean Plates," in your home.
What about the half cup of milk left
last night? Did you throw it away because you thought it wouldn't keep
until tomorrow?
Tou can use sour milk with soda
for quick breads, cookies, corn bread,
ginger bread. And it makes delicious
cottage cheese.
What do you do with the fat after
you used it for frying potatoes? Did
it go into the garbage can, or did you
save it to be used again?
When your vegetables have reached
the boiling point, do you keep a high
flame under the pot, (which does not
cook the vegetable any sooner) or do
you save fuel by turning the flame
h

low?
Ask yourselves how many of these
things have I done that I should Hot
have done?
And remember that we cannot be
kept from wanting unless we keep
from wasting.

In some parts of the world, the
sweet potato Is the everyday food of
the 'people. It is a substantial food
and there is a big crop in our own
country this year. So now" is a good
time to get acquainted with this
pleasing food. Nothing is more liked
by children. There are many ways of
Steaming develops the
cooking.
flavor better than boiling, and baking
better than steaming.
Baked Sweet Potatoes Scrub potatoes clean and bake without peeling.
A very simple way to do this Is to
scrub, wipe dry, and place in a closed
vessel with the top on tight. A clean
lard bucket is good for this purpose.
Put potatoes in bucket. Place top on
closely, set in stove and bake from
s
of an hour to an hour.
The potatoes will be perfect and the
peel not burnt.
Sweet Potatoes with Gravy Scrub
potatoes and boll without peeling.
When tender all the way through,
pour off the water, and set back on
the stove to dry off. Then peel, slice
r
lengthwise, and serve with
gravy. Pour the gravy over the potatoes and heat together 15 minutes.
It a roast is being cooked, place the
sliced potatoes in pan around the
roast and baste frequently with the
gravy. Serve on the dish with .the
roast and gravy.
three-quarter-

left-ove-

The Potato Crop.
In the matter of potatoes, we have
a harvest of 69 per cent in excess of
the crop of last year. The October
price at the loading points varies from
$1.50 to $2.80 per hundred pounds, depending on the section where grown
and the cost of getting them to market. The price, which is somewhat
higher thanvat this period last year,
is due to a tendency on the part of the
producer to hold the potatoes for
higher prices than last year despite
of the greatly increased crop, and to
the temporary inability of the railroads to furnish equipment sufficient
to move from many sections the quantity available at this time. The average price of potatoes delivered in the
markets has closely followed the price
which the producer has received plus
the cost of distribution to the market.
The larger supply of cars and the
large harvest warrant lower prices
later in the fall.
EVERETT

COLBY SERVING.

Everett Colby, formerly a state senator in New Jersey, is now serving, it
was announced, by the United States
Food Administration, as a member of
the Administrative Committee of the
Conservation Division of the Food
Killing cattle ticks
feeding them.

Is

cheaper than

"I LICK MY PLATE," SAYS A FORT SUMNER BOY. THERE'S GOSPEL.
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FRANCE LOOKING
FOR GRUB-STAKFROM UNCLE SAM
E

United States Food Administration, Washington, D. C, October
22: '
To the People of New Mexico:
Uncle' Sam Is mighty big and
strong, but he is not so big and
strong that he can afford to break
real
a promise.
There is not
American In this county who would
not fight to make good one of
When
Uncle Sam's promises.
Uncle Sam says anything, that
means that all his loyal sons and
daughters have said it. The honor
and the Interest of this nation are
In the keeping of our splendid
citizens.
Hero Is the proposition: We
the
have promised to "grub-stake- "
Allies. We said: "You need not
farm you fight!"
They did not farm, but how they
did flghtl
Winter is coming on. There
were few for the sowing and there
are fewer now for the harvest.
The pinch has come. In France
they are looking across the sea
and saying:
"How about that 'grub-stake-,'
Uncle Sam; how about that 'grub- -

Outlook Splendid for Signing Dp Every One
Of 50,000 Hew Mexico Families This Week
As this number of the Hoover Supplement goes to press the food administration machinery In New Mexico Is
all ready for the big Pledge Card
4, with
Drive, October
some 5,000 workers in all county and
school districts full o enthusiasm and
ready to make every minute count during the campaign.
Food Administrator Ely has kept
the mark at which New Mexico is to
aim at 50.000 families, which Is believed to be a safe and conservative
Fifty thousand pledge
estimate.
cards, window cards and home cards
have been placed In the hands of
workers in every district. Fullest in'

structions have been sent each

work-

er. The school children will start out
the minute Hoover "presses the button" In Washington to start half a million workers all over the country signing up 22,000,000 homes.
The campaign will be in full blast
when this number1 of the Supplement
reaches you. If you haven't done your
part, do it NOW. Help to see that no
home is missed in your locality; see
that no one misunderstands the duty,
of signing up promptly; that every
one comprehends the volunteer and

patriotic nature of this pledge and its
IN
IMPORTANCE
TREMENDOUS
WINNING THE WAR.
If some one makes light of the
campaign, ask hira or her to multiply
one ounce of wheat a day, one ounce
of meat, one ounce of sugar by
million AND TELL YOU THE
America, by saving a litRESULT.
tle food here and a little there, by a
meatless day today and a wheatless
day tomorrow CAN FEED THREE
NATIONS THAT ARE FIGHTING TO
SAVE AMERICA!
twen-tv-tw-

o

Drive this home to youi neighbor, to
everyone you can talk to. Make them
realize that this is the biggest thing
America has ever undertaken, the
world's greatest experiment in DemocOF
ARMY
racy a VOLUNTEER
TWENTY-TWHOMES
MILLION
TO WIN THE WAR WITH FOOD!
And keep In mind that this week
,500.000 Americans are out working
like beavers to put this thing across
The enthusiasm that pervades every
state was not equalled even by the
Liberty Loan Campaign.
LET NEW MEXICO DO HER PART
QUICKLY.

stake!'"

They are not whimpering, the
Frenchmen, they are not that kind,
but they are hungry and If we
fail them with our "grub-stake- "
Thousands
they will
of them men, women and little
children.
Gnawing at a mere empty promise will not help them. Nothing
will help them but food.
It Is food that will win the war!
How are we going to get it! We are going to save it save
It to save our pals, because that's
what the Allies are in this fight
We are going to make good on
that he
Uncle Sam's promise
for
would furnish the "grub-stake- "
this war.
The Allies need more wheat,
It is
more meat, more sugar.
either wheatless and meatless
days for us or wheatless and meat-- '
less months for them.
And we are going to help
every one of ui. There Is no mistake about that. We will make
promise
good on the "grub-stake- "
for the sake 'of the folks who
trusted us and for the sake of our
soldiers as well.
Just remember that they are
bound for France the land where
we are sending the "grub-stake.- "
We want no regrets after the
war. we nave naa ampie warning of the condition which awaits
us, unless every American citizen responds to the call of duty.
You and I want to feel, when the
regiments of our boys return from
the battlefields of Europe, some
of them possibly broken, but all
victorious, that we have done our

part, even to the last detail,- - and
we may not have to lay upon our
own consciences the loss, through
our neglect, of a single American.
Very truly yours,
HERBERT HOOVER,
U. 8. Food Administrator.

MANCHURIA BEAN
CROP DOUBLE
The bean harvest this year is estimated, by the Department of Agriculture st approximately 7,000,000 bushels in excess of last year or nearly
double last year, and promises and
abundant supply. The growers associations in prominent bean producing states are holding besns for from
13
to 15 cents per pound as against
in svefage price realized bv the grower last year of 8 cents per pound.
There hus been 100 ner cent increase
in the Manchurian bean cron and it
Is now estimated at 2,000.000 tons.
Owing to shipping shortage, practically the onlv outlet is to the United
States and these beans will flow into
the American mnrket from December
on much below the nrices now being
demanded for American beans. ' '

SUGAR SHORTAGE
COULD HAVE BEEN
AVOIDED-"I- F"
The purchase through the national

food administration of two hundred
million pounds of Louisiana sugar for
eastern distribution, brings home a
If the
powerful lesson in
American public had heeded the advice of the food administration as to
restricted consumption of a maximum
retail price and against hoarding, the
shortage could easllv have been tided
over and the ion.000 tons France implored could easily have been shipped.
Food Pledge Week means the uniting of American consumers to follow
he food administration's advice. Following this advice will avoid the necessity of dfastic action in regard to
food-savin-

other commodities.
The nation's brood sows are needed
breedini pens far more than in
pork barrels.
In

The best flaqpole American farmers
can erect is the silo. But why not put
up a flagpole too?
One way to Increase poultry production Is to banish the chicken mites
from Infested hen roosts.
.

Let the pack rat hoard the olnons
but qet after the robber rati He's
an expensive luxury.

Squirrels aren't the only animals
that are lavlno by a store of nuts this
fall. We know many patriotic farm
hovs who are golnq to eat them this
winter instead of candy.

Nearly eight per cent of the eggs
marketed In the United States are
lost through spoilage or breakage.
Much of this loss could be prevented
thronnh community egg circles In New
Mexico.

SIGNING THE PLEDGE CARD IS ONLY A START.

KEEP GOING!

Home Economics Program For State Worked Out
At Conferance of Home Demonstrators Oct. 20
When Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, State
Director of Industrial Education, was
appointed Home Economics Director
for the State by Herbert Hoover, the
Executive Board of the Woman's Auxiliary to the State Council of Defense
endorsed Mrs. Miller as the Home
Economics Director for the Auxiliary,
thus unifying the food work of that
organization with the State and the
United States Food Administration. In
response to an Invitation from Mrs.
Miller, the Home Economics demonstrators of the State College, met In
Santa Fe Saturday, October 20th,. In
the department of education for the
purpose of working out a Home Economics program for the State.
Those attending the conference
were:
Mrs. Ruth C. Miller, Home Economics Director, U. S. Food Commission;
Miss Gall Richie, State Demonstrator
in Home Economics; Mrs. Elizabeth
Koger, Assistant State Demonstrator;
Miss Tura Hawk, State Leader County Home Demonstration Agts.; Miss
Wilma D. Evans, County Home Demonstration Agent, Colfax county.
The following report of this conference has been approved by Ralph
C. Ely, Federal Food Administratof,
and Mrs. W. E. Lindsey, Chairman
Woman's Auxiliary:
REPORT ON HOME ECONOMICS
PROGRAM FOR THE STATE
Food Will Win the War.
The increasing gravity of the food
situation demands that in all of the
war work of the women of the State,
food shall have the first consideration. More than academic propaganda
is needed.'
must be the keynote
if we are going to back the boys we

are sending to the front and the

al-

lies, who are fighting for our" liberty
and the liberty of the world.
We must Hooverize New Mexico.
To Hooverize means to substitute,
not to starve.
Courses of Topics Offered.
1.
Ten lessons in food conservation; night lessons; meat and wheat
substitutes; sugar, fats,; food situation and the war.
Subject
2. Home grown products.
of lectures and, demonstration determined by 'local crops.
Making the most of a restricted
3.
diet. Widei use of cereals and legumes. Ways of preparing beans.
4. Hoover meals, serve at special
meetings. Publish menus and Yecipes.
with local clubs.
5. Food values and exchange values
in order to conserve the food supply.
6. Greater economy in the preparation and consumption of food.
7. Gardens, preparation of garden
plot, what and when to plant.
8. Markets, for boys and girls who
'
false garden products.
9. War breads, women to keep rec

ord of amount of bread made as substitute for white flour bread.

10. Lectures during Farmers' Institute: (a) Food thrift; subject of
lecture and demonstration determined
Use of dried
by local conditions.
products; storing of dried fruits and
(b) Sanitation and home
vegetables,
(c)
conveniences; lantern slides.
Clothing, lectures and demonstrations,
(d) School lunches.
11.
Conservation of New Mexico
products In the family dietary.
12. Course in sanitary inspection:
Dairy, food, water, rodents and in-

sects.
13. Distribution of food supplies In
New Mexico and the problem of Wom-

en's Exchange Stores.
14. Poultry culture.
Methods.
Night classes. 2. Short unit
courses, Farmers' Institutes. 3. Cooperation with clubs, Parent-Teache- r
Associations and other organizations.
4. Lectures before clubs and meetings arranged by auxiliary. 5. Lantern, slides. 6. Movies. 7. Newspapers. 8. Bulletins.
To continue until June or such time
as is necessary to begin work on
of fresh supplies, drying
and storing, gardens and markets for
the boys and girls.
1.

n

Organizations.
in carrying out the
food administration work:
1. Home Economics Director, U. S.
Food Administration.
2.
Hoover teams, five women In
each county, to stand ready for any
services, to connect up the work in
the county, arrange meetings and assist home demonstration agents.
3.
Home Economics, Extension
Miss Gail
Workers, State College:
Richie, State Demonstrator in Home
Economics; Mrs. Elizabeth Koger, Assistant State Demonstrator; Miss
Tura Hawk, State Leader County
Home Demonstration Agents.
County Home Demonstrators: Miss
Wilma Evans, Colfax county; Mrs. C.
P. Phelps, Grant; Miss Luclle Wood-ard- ,
Chaves;. Hiss Iva V. Fox, San
Juan; Miss Bertha Becker, Bernalillo,
Torrance, Sandoval; Mrs. J. T. Stal-keCurry, Roosevelt; Miss EspinoBa,
Assistant Club Leader, De Baca.
4.
County Agricultural Agents.
6.
Woman's Auxiliary to State
Council of Defense: Mrs. W. E. LlndExecutive
sey,
State Chairman;
Board; Judicial Chairman; County
Chairman; District Chairman.
To arrange for meetings for Home
Demonstrators, create public sentiment, and get the people out to the
meetings.
The Home Demonstrators
will arrange work in each county with
the County Chairman. Keep organized and ready to act.
Carry on class work under direction of Home Demonstration Agents.
6.
State Federation of Women's
f,

7.

gress
.

tions.
8.

State Branch of Mothers' ConAssocla- and Parent-Teache- r
Women of the National Army.
MRS. RUTH C. MILLER,
State Home Economics Director
Federal- Food Administration..

FOOD SERVICE IS
HELPING MOVEMENT OF CROPS
The Food Administration authorizes,
the following:
The transportation division of the
United States Food Administration has
requested the California railroads to
discontinue the loading of barley in
that state for the present, to make
available the car supply for handling
foodstuffs of Importance now delayed
on account of the acute car situation.
The movement of the Washington
apple crop, the largest in the history
of the state, is to begin at once. The
Yakima, Wenatchee, and Hood River
districts will contribute approximately 18,500 carloads.
The Food Administration is
with the different interests in the matter of car
supply that rapid marketing may be
assured.
A serious shortage of shipping,
facilities in the Payette Valley of
Idaho has developed in connection with
the movement of apples and potatoes,
and this question is being taken up by
the transportation division with the
railroad presidents interested, in the
hope of providing substantial relief.
The New York grape crop is now under way, and is being moved rapidly
in refrigerator cars. Arrangements
for equitable distribution were made
by the Food Administration in advance
of the movement, and no instance of
car delay has been reported thus far.
The Food Administration is at work
upon the car shortage situation in
New Mexico, particularly to remedy
the livestock blockade in the San Juan
and Pecos Valleys.

PRUITT GROCERY
REPRESENTATIVE
IN NEW MEXICO
A. Pruitt, of the Joyce-PruiCompany of Roswell, one of the best known
merchandising men In the state, has
accepted the post of Grocery Representative for the state food administration. His field will be the wholesale
and retail grocery business of the
state and one of the chief aims of his
department will be a gradual reduction In the cost of staples. His acceptance adds considerable strength
to the organization which already includes at the head of departments B.
F. Pankey, livestock industry; Arthur
Ilfeld, beans; C. O. Cushman, retail
tt

stores; John
James Provas,

Pritchard, hotels;
motion picture

O.

Clubs.

A FOODLESS ARMY IS ABOUT AS USEFUL AS A GUNLESS ARMY.

